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Introduction 
Date of Last Revision: July 1, 2011 

Facebook Platform is an extension of Facebook, whose mission is to give people the power to 
share and make the world more open and connected. 

Platform applications and developers are required to comply with the following documents: 

• Statement of Rights and Responsibilities: requirements for anyone who uses Facebook. 
• Principles: the spirit of the law for Platform. 
• Policies: the letter of the law for Platform. 

Here are some Examples and Explanations for specifics. 

 

Principles 
Create a great user experience 

• Build social and engaging applications 
• Give users choice and control 
• Help users share expressive and relevant content 

Be trustworthy 

• Respect privacy 
• Don't mislead, confuse, defraud, or surprise users 
• Don't spam - encourage authentic communications 

 

Policies 
I. Features and Functionality  

1. You must not violate any law or the rights of any individual or entity, and must not 
expose Facebook or Facebook users to harm or legal liability as determined by us in our 
sole discretion. 

2. You must not include functionality that proxies, requests or collects Facebook usernames 
or passwords. 

3. You must not circumvent (or claim to circumvent) our intended limitations on core 
Facebook features and functionality. 
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4. If you offer a service for a user that integrates user data into a physical product (such as a 
scrapbook or calendar), you must only create a physical product for that user's personal 
and non-commercial use. 

5. If you exceed, or plan to exceed, any of the following thresholds please contact us as you 
may be subject to additional terms: (>5M MAU) or (>100M API calls per day) or (>50M 
impressions per day). 

6. Your website must offer an explicit "Log Out" option that also logs the user out of 
Facebook. 

7. Special provisions for apps on Pages: 

a. Apps on Pages must not host media that plays automatically without a user's 
interaction. 
b. When a user visits your Page, if they have not given explicit permission by 
authorizing your Facebook app or directly providing information to your Page, 
you may only use information obtained from us and the user's interaction with 
your Page in connection with that Page. For example, although you may use 
aggregate analytics for your individual Page, you must not combine information 
from any other sources to customize the user's experience on your Page and may 
not use any information about the user's interaction with your Page in any other 
context (such as analytics or customization across other Pages or websites). 

8. You must not use or make derivative use of Facebook icons, or use terms for Facebook 
features and functionality, if such use could confuse users into thinking that the reference 
is to Facebook features or functionality. 

9. Games on Canvas Pages must use Facebook Credits as their sole and exclusive payment 
method for all virtual goods and currencies made available to users within the game. All 
other payment options are prohibited within games on Canvas Pages unless they go 
through Facebook Credits rather than directly through that payment option. By “Payment 
Method” we mean any method that allows a user to complete a transaction where the user 
receives virtual currency or virtual goods in a game on a Canvas Page in exchange for 
anything of value, including, without limitation, by exchanging monetary value for 
virtual currency or virtual goods, whether directly at the time of purchase or via any 
previous transaction such as the user's earlier purchase of a prepaid gift card or electronic 
code. In-game rewards of virtual currency or virtual goods earned by users through game-
play activity alone are exempt from this definition. 

10. Applications may reward users with virtual currency or virtual goods in exchange for 
user actions that do not involve third parties, but rewards for user actions that involve 
third parties must be powered by Facebook Credits by integrating Facebook Credits 
offers. For example, you may not reward users with virtual currency or virtual goods in 
exchange for any action in which personally identifiable information is shared with a 
third party, you may not reward users with virtual currency or virtual goods in exchange 
for third party downloads, such as toolbars or ringtones, and you may not reward users 
with virtual currency for engaging in passive actions offered by third parties, such as 
watching a video, playing a mini-game, or taking an anonymous poll. 

II. Storing and Using Data You Receive From Us 
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1. You will only request the data you need to operate your application. 
2. You may cache data you receive through use of the Facebook API in order to improve 

your application’s user experience, but you should try to keep the data up to date. This 
permission does not give you any rights to such data. 

3. You will have a privacy policy that tells users what user data you are going to use and 
how you will use, display, share, or transfer that data and you will include your privacy 
policy URL in the Developer Application. 

4. A user's friends' data can only be used in the context of the user's experience on your 
application. 

5. Subject to certain restrictions, including on transfer, users give you their basic account 
information when they connect with your application. For all other data obtained through 
use of the Facebook API, you must obtain explicit consent from the user who provided 
the data to us before using it for any purpose other than displaying it back to the user on 
your application. 

6. You will not directly or indirectly transfer any data you receive from us, including user 
data or Facebook User IDs, to (or use such data in connection with) any ad network, ad 
exchange, data broker, or other advertising or monetization related toolset, even if a user 
consents to such transfer or use. By indirectly we mean you cannot, for example, transfer 
data to a third party who then transfers the data to an ad network. By any data we mean 
all data obtained through use of the Facebook Platform (API, Social Plugins, etc.), 
including aggregate, anonymous or derivative data. 

7. You will not use Facebook User IDs for any purpose outside your application (e.g., your 
infrastructure, code, or services necessary to build and run your application). Facebook 
User IDs may be used with external services that you use to build and run your 
application, such as a web infrastructure service or a distributed computing platform, but 
only if those services are necessary to running your application and the service has a 
contractual obligation with you to keep Facebook User IDs confidential. 

8. If you need an anonymous unique identifier to share outside your application with third 
parties such as content partners, advertisers, or ad networks, you must use our 
mechansim. You must never share this anonymous unique identifier with a data broker, 
information broker, or any other service that we may define as such under our sole 
discretion. 

9. You will not sell any data. If you are acquired by or merge with a third party, you can 
continue to use user data within your application, but you cannot transfer data outside 
your application. 

10. If you stop using Platform or we disable your application, you must delete all data you 
have received through use of the Facebook API unless: (a) it is basic account 
information; or (b) you have received explicit consent from the user to retain their data. 

11. You cannot use a user’s friend list outside of your application, even if a user consents to 
such use, but you can use connections between users who have both connected to your 
application. 

12. You will delete all data you receive from us concerning a user if the user asks you to do 
so, and will provide an easily accessible mechanism for users to make such a request. We 
may require you to delete data you receive from the Facebook API if you violate our 
terms. 
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13. You will not include data you receive from us concerning a user in any advertising 
creative, even if a user consents to such use. 

14. You must not give your secret key to another party, unless that party is an agent acting on 
your behalf as an operator of your application. You are responsible for all activities that 
occur under your account identifiers. 

III. Application Content 

A. Prohibited Content - You are responsible for all content of and within your 
application, including advertisements and user-generated content. You must not promote, 
or provide content referencing, facilitating, containing or using, the following:  

1. Alcohol-related content (unless the appropriate Demographic Restrictions are 
used), or sale of tobacco products, ammunition and/or firearms; 

2. Content that infringes upon the rights of any third party, including intellectual 
property rights, privacy, publicity or other personal or proprietary right, or that is 
deceptive or fraudulent; 

3. Gambling, including without limitation, any online casino, sports books, bingo or 
poker; 

4. Illegal activity and/or illegal contests, pyramid schemes, sweepstakes or chain 
letters; if you run, reference, or facilitate a legally permissible sweepstakes, 
contest, or other promotion you are subject to Facebook's Promotions Guidelines; 

5. Content that is hateful, threatening, defamatory, or pornographic; incites violence; 
or contains nudity or graphic or gratuitous violence. 

B. Advertisements and Cross-Promotions  

6. You must not include advertisements or promotions, cross-promote other 
applications, or provide web search functionality in content distributed through 
Facebook social channels. 

7. You can only utilize advertising or similar monetization related products or 
services from companies that appear on this list within Apps on Facebook.com. 

IV. Application Integration Points 

1. You must not incentivize users to use (or gate content behind the use of) Facebook social 
channels, or imply that an incentive is directly tied to the use of our channels. 

2. You must not pre-fill any of the fields associated with the following products, unless the 
user manually generated the content earlier in the workflow: Stream stories 
(user_message parameter for Facebook.streamPublish and FB.Connect.streamPublish, 
and message parameter for stream.publish), Photos (caption), Videos (description), Notes 
(title and content), Links (comment), and Jabber/XMPP. 

3. If a user grants you a publishing permission, you must still obtain consent from the user 
before taking any action on the user's behalf, such as publishing content or creating an 
event. 
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4. You must provide users with an easily identifiable "skip" option whenever you present 
users with an option to use a Facebook social channel. 

5. You must not provide users with the option to publish more than one Stream story at a 
time. 

6. Platform integrations, including social plugins: 

a. Your advertisements must not include or be paired with any Platform 
integrations, including social plugins such as the Like button, without our written 
permission. 
b. You must not sell or purchase placement of a Like button or Like box plugin. 
c. You must not incentivize users to Like any Page other than your own site or 
application, and any incentive you provide must be available to new and existing 
users who Like your Page. 
d. You must not obscure or cover elements of our social plugins, such as the Like 
button or Like box plugin. 

7. Facebook messaging (i.e., email sent to an @facebook.com address) is designed for 
communication between users, and not a channel for applications to communicate 
directly with users. 

V. Enforcement 

We can take enforcement action against you and any or all of your applications if we determine 
in our sole judgment that you or your application violates Facebook Platform Terms and 
Policies. Enforcement action is both automated and manual, and can include disabling your 
application, restricting you and your application's access to Platform functionality, terminating 
our agreements with you, or any other action as we in our sole discretion deem appropriate. 

Communication with developers takes place via an email sent from the facebook.com or 
facebookmail.com domain to the Developer Contact email address registered to the application. 
To stay in touch, please ensure that your email address is current and that you do not filter out 
any such messages. 

VI. Changes 

We can change these Platform Policies at any time without prior notice as we deem necessary. 
Your continued use of Platform constitutes acceptance of those changes. 

VII. Definitions 

1. By "Application" we mean canvas page application, Platform integration, or any other 
technical integration we have assigned an application identification number. 

2. By "Facebook social channel" we mean Application Info Section, Application tab, Feed, 
requests (including invites), inbox attachments, Chat, Bookmarks, or any other feature of 
a user profile or Facebook communication channel in which or through which an 
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application can provide, display, or deliver content directed at, on behalf of, or by 
permission of a user. 

3. By “basic account information” we mean: name, email, gender, birthday, current city, 
and profile picture URL. 

4. By "Facebook Platform Terms and Policies" we mean the Statement of Rights and 
Responsibilities and the Platform Policies. 

5. By "User data you receive from Facebook" we mean any data or content (including any 
images, text, or other information or materials) you receive from us, that was provided by 
users to us, or was associated by us with a particular user. 

VIII. Branding and Promotion Policy 

You must follow the guidelines set forth in the Facebook Brand Resource and Permissions 
Center. 

IX. Advertising Guidelines 

X. Facebook Credits 

Developers participating in the program for accepting credits are subject to these terms. 

 

Examples and Explanations 
We want you to be successful on Facebook Platform, and we believe that the best way to do so is 
to provide a great user experience. Our Platform Policies will help you do this by explaining 
what’s required; these examples and explanations will help you understand how to put that into 
practice. 

• Advertisements — Section III.B 
• Stream Stories — Section IV  
• Terms and Trademarks — Sections I and X 
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CLAIMS ASSIGNMENT AGREEMENT

This CLAIMS ASSIGNMENT AGREEMENT (this "Agreement"), entered into as of this 13th day of
December, 2014 (the "Effective Date"), is made by and between Adknowledge, Inc., a Delaware corporation
("Adknowledge"), M N  Media ULC, a British Columbia, Canada unlimited liability company ("KITN")
(collectively, KITN and Adknowledge may be referred to as "Assignors"), and Social Ranger, LLC, a Delaware
limited liability company ("Assignee").

WHEREAS, 

, each of Adknowledge
and KITN desire to convey, transfer, and assign to Assignee, and Assignee desires to receive, assume, and acquire
from each of .Adknowledge and KITN, all right, title, and interest such parties may have in any and all claims
and/or causes of action against Facebook, Inc. and its subsidiaries and affiliates;

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the terms and conditions herein contained and other good and
valuable consideration  the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby
acknowledged, and intending to be legally bound, the parties hereto agree as follows:

1. A s s i g n m e n t  and Assumption. Adknowledge and MTN hereby convey, transfer, and assign to
Assignee, as of the Effective Date of this Agreement, any and all right, title, and interest in and to claims and/or
causes of action, specifically including antitrust claims and/or causes of action, such parties may have against
Facebook, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries and affiliates arising out of or relating to the legacy SuperRewards business
previously conducted by such parties, together with any liabilities, risks, and obligations related thereto. Assignee
hereby accepts such conveyance, transfer, and assignment and assumes all right, title, and interest in and to, and
all liabilities, risks, and obligations related to, the claims and/or causes of action., including antitrust claims and/or
causes of action, such parties may have against Facebook, Inc. and its subsidiaries and affiliates, as of the
Effective Date of this Agreement.

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS]
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iN wrn iEss  WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement with their respective
signatures as of the day and year first written above.

ASSIGNORS:

ADKNOWLEDGE, INC. M I N  MEDIA DIX

•
By: B y ;

":/
rTh

P L 1
Name: Marco llardi N a m e :  Ben Legg
Title: President T i t l e :  President

ASSIGNEE:

SOCIAL RANGER, LI,C

4 ,
•• $ i  i  A  . 4

By: . 4 4 /
Name: Mindy Johnson 7 1
Title: Treasurer C S

Highly Confidential 5 R 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 4
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Page 1

         UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
          FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE

---------------------------)
SOCIAL RANGER, LLC, a      )    C.A. No. 14-1525-LPS
Delaware corporation,      )
                           )
          Plaintiff,       )
                           )
    vs.                    )
                           )
FACEBOOK, INC., a          )
Delaware corporation.      )
                           )
          Defendant.       )
---------------------------)
                             August 22, 2016
                             9:02 a.m.

     VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION of ADAM CAPLAN,
witness on behalf of Plaintiff, taken by Defendant,
held at the offices of Covington & Burling, The New
York Times Building, 680 Eighth Avenue, New York,
New York, before Eileen Mulvenna, CSR/RMR/CRR,
Certified Shorthand Reporter, Registered Merit
Reporter, Certified Realtime Reporter and Notary
Public of the State of New York.
____________________________________________________
               DIGITAL EVIDENCE GROUP
            1730 M Street, NW, Suite 812
               Washington, D.C. 20036
                   (202) 232-0646
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Pages 2 to 5

Page 2

1 A P P E A R A N C E S:
2

3      NEWMAN & DuWORS     
           Attorneys for Plaintiff and the Witness

4            2101 Fourth Avenue
           Suite 1500

5            Seattle, Washington  98121
     BY:   DEREK A. NEWMAN, ESQ.

6            dn@newmanlaw.com
7

8      COVINGTON & BURLING
     Attorneys for Defendant

9            One City Center
           850 Tenth Street, NW

10            Washington, DC  20001-4956
     BY:   JONATHAN GIMBLETT, ESQ.

11            jgimblett@cov.com
           KATHARINE MITCHELL-TOMBRAS, ESQ.

12            kmitchelltombras@cov.com
13

14 A L S O  P R E S E N T:
15

16           John Herbst Esq., Social Ranger
17           Ingrid Rodriguez, Videographer
18           Derek Linke, Esq. (via telephone)
19

20

21

22

Page 3

1                   STIPULATIONS
2

3          IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED AND AGREED,
4 by and between the attorneys for the respective
5 parties herein, that filing and sealing be and the
6 same are hereby waived.
7

8           IT IS FURTHER STIPULATED AND AGREED
9 that all objections, except as to the form of the

10 question, shall be reserved to the time
11 of the trial.
12

13           IT IS FURTHER STIPULATED AND AGREED
14 that the within deposition may be signed and sworn
15 to before any officer authorized to administer an
16 oath, with the same force and effect as if signed
17 and sworn to before the officer before whom the
18 within deposition was taken.
19

20

21

22

Page 4

1                    I N D E X
2 WITNESS        EXAMINATION BY            PAGE
3

4 ADAM CAPLAN
5                     MR. GIMBLETT            8
6

7                 E X H I B I T S
8 CAPLAN                                   PAGE
9

10 Exhibit 1     No Bates numbers, Notice of  13
11               Rule 30(b)(6) Deposition
12 Exhibit 2     Bates Nos. SR00108557        59
13               through 60, E-mail Chain
14               with attachment
15 Exhibit 3     Bates Nos. SR00001356        74
16               through 57, E-mail Chain
17 Exhibit 4     Bates Nos. SR0000001         91
18               through 9, Operating
19               Agreement
20 Exhibit 5     Bates Nos. SR00105846       120
21               through 50, E-mail Chain
22

Page 5

1 (Continued)
2                 E X H I B I T S
3 Exhibit 6     Bates Nos. SR00107313       130
4               through 14, E-mail Chain
5 Exhibit 7     Bates Nos. SR00076263       141
6               through 66, E-mail Chain
7 Exhibit 8     Bates Nos. SR00001120 152
8               through 21, E-mail dated
9               12/28/09 from Nguyen to

10               Bailey with attachment
11 Exhibit 9     Bates Nos. SR00032139       168
12               through 32143, E-mail Chain
13 Exhibit 10    Bates No. SR00009006,       193
14               Meeting Invitation
15 Exhibit 11    Bates No. SR00004006,       199
16               E-mail dated 1/3/12 from
17               Rapaport to McFarland with
18               attachment Bates Nos.
19               SR00004007 through 4044
20 Exhibit 12    Bates Nos. SR00102597       209
21               through 2600, E-mail Chain
22
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Pages 22 to 25

Page 22

1 Ranger, LLC.  And Social Ranger is owned wholly by
2 Social Currency, LLC.  And Social Currency is a
3 wholly owned division of Adknowledge.
4        Q.     And before you were employed by Social
5 Ranger, were you previously an employee of
6 Adknowledge?
7               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; vague as to
8        time.
9               THE WITNESS:  What time are you

10        specifying referring to?  What period are you
11        referring to?
12 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
13        Q.     Well, previous to your appointment by
14 Social Ranger, when -- let me ask a different
15 question.
16               When were you engaged as an employee
17 of Social Ranger?
18        A.     We initially began conversations in
19 May and -- may have been April, but around that
20 period of time of this year.  I believe my
21 employment agreement is dated from the beginning of
22 June, but there was a period of time before that

Page 23

1 that effectively I was working with the business
2 while we were still negotiating my employment
3 agreement.  And -- yep.
4        Q.     So prior to the beginning of those
5 talks in April or May of this year, have you ever
6 been an employee of Adknowledge?
7        A.     Yes.  I've in the past been an
8 employee of Adknowledge, prior to this period of
9 time.

10        Q.     And when did that period of employment
11 with Adknowledge begin?
12        A.     It began with the acquisition of Super
13 Rewards back in July of 2009.  And I was from that
14 period of time an employee of Adknowledge and lasted
15 until my departure in -- I believe, but give or
16 take, the month would be March 2011.  It may be off
17 by a month or possibly even two, but that would be
18 my recollection.
19        Q.     What position did you hold with
20 Adknowledge during that period?
21        A.     Which period are you talking to?
22               MR. NEWMAN:  I'm going to object to

Page 24

1        this line of questions as being outside the
2        scope of the notice.  Facebook will have the
3        opportunity to take the individual deposition
4        tomorrow.  I'm not instructing the witness
5        not to answer.  The witness should answer,
6        but to the extent that these same questions
7        are repeated tomorrow, I'll raise the
8        objection again and we'll work through them.
9 BY MR. GIMBLETT:

10        Q.     You may respond to the question.
11 Would you like me to repeat the question?
12        A.     Yes, please repeat the question.
13        Q.     So during that period of employment,
14 July 2009 to March 2011, what position or positions
15 did you hold at Adknowledge?
16        A.     During that period of time, my title
17 was vice president virtual currency.
18        Q.     So just the one position during that
19 period?
20        A.     That was my title, yes, during that
21 period.
22        Q.     And what were your responsibilities in

Page 25

1 that position?
2        A.     There were many.  I was effectively
3 responsible for the Super Rewards business, which
4 included everything you would expect to be
5 associated with being responsible for a business.
6        Q.     You testified that you left in
7 March 2011, give or take.
8               Why did you leave?
9        A.     After -- in -- after Facebook had

10 announced in January 2011 that our customers, the
11 game developers, had to use Facebook Credits on a
12 mandatory and exclusive basis, the earnout that was
13 associated with the acquisition and was part of my
14 employment agreement with -- with Adknowledge, I
15 felt that the opportunity for that to be successful
16 in any way was completely gone.
17               There were other business
18 opportunities that were available to me that I felt
19 could be lucrative on that basis, and I decided to
20 approach Adknowledge about departing from
21 Adknowledge and did so.
22        Q.     You said that beginning in April or

 Q.   Well, previous to your appointment by13

Social Ranger, when -- let me ask a different14

question.15

 When were you engaged as an employee16

of Social Ranger?17

 A.   We initially began conversations in18

May and -- may have been April, but around that19

period of time of this year.  I believe my20

employment agreement is dated from the beginning of21

June, but there was a period of time before that22

that effectively I was working with the business1

while we were still negotiating my employment2

agreement.  And -- yep.3
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Pages 30 to 33

Page 30

1 produced in this litigation?
2        A.     I don't know whether that has been
3 produced in this litigation.
4        Q.     What is your position with Social
5 Ranger?
6        A.     CEO of the business.
7        Q.     Was somebody else fulfilling -- or
8 filling that position before you became CEO?
9               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection.  The question

10        lacks foundation.
11 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
12        Q.     You may answer the question.
13        A.     As part of the formation of that
14 business, there were obviously individuals who were
15 named on the corporate documents as having
16 particular positions.  Effectively, though, the
17 thinking and beginning to think about how to most
18 effectively reenter the market and the pieces of the
19 puzzle, so to speak, that would be necessary
20 started.
21               So when you talk about a CEO and the
22 way I think about a CEO, I would have been the first

Page 31

1 and only CEO of the business, but from a purely
2 legal documentation perspective, there would have
3 been others who are named on the Social Ranger
4 company formation documents.
5        Q.     Can you name those other individuals
6 who are named in the formation documents?
7               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection.  The documents
8        speak for themselves.
9               The witness shouldn't be expected to

10        testify from memory about the document that
11        is probably in this room.
12               THE WITNESS:  It's -- it's hard to
13        remember.  I can't remember exactly.  There
14        were so many documents I looked at over the
15        period of time and so many names, but they
16        would have been Adknowledge employees
17        certainly.
18               MR. GIMBLETT:  That last objection was
19        a coaching objection, to which I object.  If
20        you're going to have objections, please state
21        them simply for the record without coaching
22        the witness.
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1 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
2        Q.     Before you were employed by Social
3 Ranger, did Social Ranger have other employees?
4        A.     My understanding is that there were
5 Adknowledge employees who were also acting --
6 Mr. Herbst, who's in this room, was both acting as
7 chief legal officer and general counsel of
8 Adknowledge, but also of Social Ranger.
9        Q.     To your knowledge, was Mr. Herbst

10 employed by Social Ranger?
11               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection.  The question
12        calls for a legal conclusion.
13               THE WITNESS:  I don't -- I haven't
14        seen Mr. Herbst's employment agreement and I
15        just don't know.
16 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
17        Q.     Did Social Ranger have any other
18 employees?
19               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; vague as to
20        time.
21               THE WITNESS:  Which period of time are
22        you talking about?
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1 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
2        Q.     As I stated the original question, the
3 question relates to the period prior to your
4 employment by Social Ranger.
5        A.     I don't know and -- but I'm not aware
6 of any.
7        Q.     Do you know if Ben Legg was ever
8 employed by Social Ranger?
9        A.     I believe, now that you've mentioned

10 Mr. Legg's name, he may have been one of the
11 individuals who was listed in the incorporation
12 documents that I reviewed, in which case -- I'm not
13 a lawyer and I can't say whether that technically
14 makes him an employee or not an employee.
15        Q.     What are your responsibilities as CEO
16 of Social Ranger?
17        A.     Really to determine how best to
18 reenter into the social game -- yes, social game
19 network market and virtual currency services market,
20 in particular for us, and think about -- about a
21 plan to do that, understand what the technology
22 requisition that we'll need to build that is, begin

 Q.   Was somebody else fulfilling -- or7

filling that position before you became CEO?8

 MR. NEWMAN:  Objection.  The question9

 lacks foundation.10

BY MR. GIMBLETT:11

 Q.   You may answer the question.12

 A.   As part of the formation of that13

business, there were obviously individuals who were14

named on the corporate documents as having15

particular positions.  Effectively, though, the16

thinking and beginning to think about how to most17

effectively reenter the market and the pieces of the18

puzzle, so to speak, that would be necessary19

started.20

 So when you talk about a CEO and the21

way I think about a CEO, I would have been the first22

and only CEO of the business, but from a purely1

legal documentation perspective, there would have2

been others who are named on the Social Rangeraa3

company formation documents.4

 Q.   Did Social Ranger have any other17

employees?18

 MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; vague as to19

 time.20

 THE WITNESS:  Which period of time are21

 you talking about?22

BY MR. GIMBLETT:1

 Q.   As I stated the original question, the2

question relates to the period prior to your3

employment by Social Ranger.4

 A.   I don't know and -- but I'm not aware5

of any.6
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1 to think about a team and who the right people are,
2 what the roles are to fill, where those individuals
3 might be hired from, think about how the -- how
4 quickly -- how we can essentially hit the ground
5 running, so to speak, if and when we're allowed to
6 do so.
7        Q.     Were any of those responsibilities
8 exercised by Ben Legg before you were appointed CEO?
9               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection.  The question

10        lacks foundation.
11               THE WITNESS:  I don't know the answer
12        to that.
13 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
14        Q.     You testified, I believe, that
15 Mr. Legg was named as CEO on the corporation
16 formation documents; correct?
17               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection.  The question
18        misstates witness testimony.  The documents
19        speak for themselves.
20               THE WITNESS:  Yes, that's not what I
21        testified.
22 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
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1        Q.     To your knowledge, was Mr. Legg named
2 as CEO on the corporate formation documents?
3               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection.  The documents
4        speak for themselves.  The question lacks
5        foundation.
6               THE WITNESS:  On the documents that I
7        reviewed, Mr. Legg had a title.  And I can't
8        remember exactly what that title was, so I
9        can't answer one way or another.

10 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
11        Q.     Your testimony today is that you don't
12 know what Mr. Legg was doing for Social Ranger
13 before you were appointed as CEO?
14        A.     Mr. Legg, as I said, was on those
15 documents and, as part of, I'm sure, thinking about
16 having his name and signing those documents, must
17 have had some thinking that was -- and believed as
18 to why that entity was being signed.  You'd have to
19 speak to Mr. Legg specifically about the details
20 behind that and the exact responsibilities that he
21 would say he was engaging in at the time.
22        Q.     Did you receive from Mr. Legg any
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1 analysis of how Social Ranger might reenter the
2 market?
3        A.     I received -- can you give me a little
4 bit more background on what --
5        Q.     I'm wondering what business documents
6 you inherited from Mr. Legg.
7        A.     I reviewed, as I said, a thousand-plus
8 documents.  And they were largely provided to me by
9 Mr. Herbst, who's sitting in this room.  I know he

10 was responsible for collecting them from others at
11 Adknowledge when relevant.
12        Q.     The question I'm asking is I think a
13 little bit different.  I'm not asking about your
14 preparation for today's deposition.
15               I'm asking about, when you assumed the
16 position of CEO of Social Ranger, whether you
17 inherited from Mr. Legg any documents analyzing
18 Social Ranger's business plan, the team that might
19 be put together, and so on.
20        A.     I don't believe that to be the case.
21 I certainly saw lots of documents that were all
22 Adknowledge documents.  If the question -- I'm not
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1 sure of what the direction of the question is, but I
2 don't believe that I received anything specific from
3 Mr. Legg of that nature, directly from Mr. Legg.
4        Q.     Did you receive any documents
5 indirectly from Mr. Legg?
6        A.     Again, there were a thousand-plus
7 documents that I reviewed as part of this -- as my
8 preparation for this deposition.  And I can't say
9 for sure whether any of them came from Mr. Legg.

10 They were sent -- anything that was shown to me was
11 either shown to me by Mr. Newman or Mr. Linke or
12 Mr. Herbst.
13        Q.     Do you have an e-mail address
14 associated with your work for Social Ranger?
15        A.     I do.
16        Q.     What is that address?
17        A.     Adamcaplan@socialranger.net.
18        Q.     Do you have a salary?
19        A.     I do.
20        Q.     What is your salary from Social
21 Ranger?
22        A.     Which period of time are you -- my

 Q.   What is your salary from Social20

Ranger?21

 A.   Which period of time are you -- my22
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1 salary at -- currently is $1,500 per quarter.
2        Q.     When you were first employed by Social
3 Ranger in June this year, was the salary different
4 from that figure?
5        A.     No, it was not.
6        Q.     Do you receive any other financial
7 compensation from Social Ranger?
8        A.     Give me --
9               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; vague as to

10        time.
11               THE WITNESS:  -- a sense of when
12        you're talking about.
13 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
14        Q.     Let's talk about your employment
15 agreement.
16               Does your employment agreement provide
17 for you to receive any compensation other than the
18 salary that you just described?
19               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection.  The document
20        speaks for itself.
21               THE WITNESS:  My employment agreement
22        is partly a salary agreement, at the moment,
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1        because I'm devoting some limited time.  It's
2        hard without an understanding from the courts
3        that Social Ranger is able to and allowed to
4        reenter the market for either Adknowledge
5        or -- well, certainly to receive a salary, a
6        full-time salary.  So I have a part-time
7        salary at the moment.
8               Upon being allowed to reenter the
9        market, which we hope is soon and I hope is

10        soon, my salary would increase.  And as part
11        of the agreement, I have a bonus, which is a
12        share of the future profits of the business.
13 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
14        Q.     Under the employment agreement, what
15 would your salary increase to if Social Ranger were
16 able to reenter the market?
17               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection.  The document
18        speaks for itself.
19               THE WITNESS:  If Social Ranger were
20        permitted to reenter the market, at that
21        point in time, I would go full-time and my
22        salary would be $350,000 a year.
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1 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
2        Q.     And what share of the profits would
3 you be entitled to under the employment agreement?
4               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection.  The document
5        speaks for itself.
6               THE WITNESS:  It's -- it's
7        complicated.  The way Adknowledge's business
8        works, and for a lot of subsidiaries, that
9        there are shared costs across divisions, but,

10        in essence, I think -- and so the calculation
11        of profits is based on those allocations
12        and -- but it's a 5 percent share of the
13        future profits.
14 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
15        Q.     When you were previously employed at
16 Adknowledge, this is the July 2009 to March 2011
17 period, were you working in the Super Rewards
18 business?
19        A.     Yes, although I'll qualify that in
20 that, throughout its evolution, the Super Rewards
21 business or the entities that held the Super Rewards
22 business had different names at different times, but
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1 effectively I was always focusing my time on running
2 the Super Rewards business.
3        Q.     Can you describe what Super Rewards
4 business was?
5               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; vague as to
6        time.
7 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
8        Q.     Let me just clarify.
9               I'm talking here about the period

10 during which you were working at Adknowledge
11 previously, so June 2009 to March 2011.
12        A.     Super Rewards provided virtual
13 currency services.  We had an offer wall which was
14 used by our customers who were game developers on
15 Facebook.  And that offer wall -- and services that
16 we offered -- or the offer wall itself optimized a
17 whole host of ways of either purchasing or earning
18 virtual currency.
19               The offer wall incorporated many
20 different direct-payment providers and optimized
21 amongst those direct-payment providers and also from
22 many different advertisers and provided the

salary at -- currently is $1,500 per quarter.1

 Q.   When you were first employed by Social2

Ranger in June this year, was the salary different3

from that figure?4

 A.   No, it was not.5

 Q.   Do you receive any other financial6

compensation from Social Ranger?7

 A.   Give me --8

 MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; vague as to9

 time.10

 THE WITNESS:  -- a sense of when11

 you're talking about.12

BY MR. GIMBLETT:13

 Q.   Let's talk about your employment14

agreement.15

 Does your employment agreement provide16

for you to receive any compensation other than the17

salary that you just described?18

 MR. NEWMAN:  Objection.  The document19

 speaks for itself.20

 THE WITNESS:  My employment agreement21

 is partly a salary agreement, at the moment,22

 because I'm devoting some limited time.  It's1

 hard without an understanding from the courts2

 that Social Ranger is able to and allowed to3

 reenter the market for either Adknowledge4

 or -- well, certainly to receive a salary, a5

 full-time salary.  So I have a part-time6

 salary at the moment.7

 Upon being allowed to reenter the8

 market, which we hope is soon and I hope is9

 soon, my salary would increase.  And as part10

 of the agreement, I have a bonus, which is a11

 share of the future profits of the business.12

BY MR. GIMBLETT:13

 Q.   Under the employment agreement, what14

would your salary increase to if Social Ranger were15

able to reenter the market?16

 MR. NEWMAN:  Objection.  The document17

 speaks for itself.18

 THE WITNESS:  If Social Ranger were19

 permitted to reenter the market, at that20

 point in time, I would go full-time and my21

 salary would be $350,000 a year.22

BY MR. GIMBLETT:1

 Q.   And what share of the profits would2

you be entitled to under the employment agreement?3

 MR. NEWMAN:  Objection.  The document4

 speaks for itself.5

 THE WITNESS:  It's -- it's6

 complicated.  The way Adknowledge's business7

 works, and for a lot of subsidiaries, that8

 there are shared costs across divisions, but,9

 in essence, I think -- and so the calculation10

 of profits is based on those allocations11

 and -- but it's a 5 percent share of the12

 future profits.13
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1 apps that are currently on the Facebook platform.
2        A.     Okay.  So games and apps can't be
3 interchangeable because there are certainly lots of
4 apps that are not games.
5               During the -- and you're talking about
6 the current period.
7               Adknowledge has business units that
8 may interact with Facebook in some way today.  We
9 have -- Adknowledge has a media-buying business that

10 may allow -- but I think that is not interacting
11 with the apps themselves.  Adknowledge has -- I'm
12 just not familiar with how all the other Adknowledge
13 businesses may interact.  We certainly don't have a
14 virtual currency services business.
15        Q.     Okay.  Let's move on, in that case.
16               And I now have some questions about
17 Social Ranger.
18        A.     Okay.
19        Q.     When was Social Ranger, LLC founded?
20        A.     I reviewed a lot of documents as part
21 of this and that certainly included the formation
22 documents.  But if I get the dates wrong, by -- my
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1 understanding is Social Ranger was incorporated in
2 mid December 2014.
3        Q.     I have a document that will help you
4 with this, I think.  I'm going to pass you a
5 document that will be marked as Exhibit 3 -- 4 by
6 the court reporter.  And this is a -- titled,
7 "Operating Agreement of Social Ranger, LLC,"
8 SR0000001 through 9.
9               (Caplan Exhibit 4, Bates Nos.

10        SR0000001 through 9, Operating Agreement,
11        marked for identification.)
12 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
13        Q.     My question is going to relate to the
14 date of its execution, so if you want to review in
15 particular the page No. 8, SR 0008.
16               (Witness peruses the exhibit.)
17        Q.     Does this refresh your recollection as
18 to when Social Ranger, LLC was formed?
19        A.     While I did review the operating
20 agreement for Social Ranger, LLC, a document -- I'm
21 not sure whether this document itself is the
22 operating agreement for Social Ranger, but the day
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1 of the 12th of December 2014 is in the general date
2 time frame that I had expected it to be.  So it
3 could be.
4        Q.     And the signatures at the bottom of
5 this agreement on page SR 8 are listed as "John
6 Herbst, Authorized Person," is his title there, and
7 "Ben Legg, President."
8               Are you aware of any other employees
9 of Social Ranger at the time of its formation?

10               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection.  The question
11        lacks foundation.
12               THE WITNESS:  Again, I'm not a lawyer.
13        I can't determine who had employment
14        agreements or who didn't have employment
15        agreements.  But certainly in every formation
16        agreement that I've seen, there would
17        typically be signatures like this.
18               And Ben obviously, given his role at
19        Adknowledge, and John has -- so it makes
20        sense that these two are there.  I don't know
21        official -- one way or another whether there
22        were any other employees at the time.
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1 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
2        Q.     Are you aware of any additional people
3 who became employees of Social Ranger after December
4 the 12th, leaving aside yourself?
5               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection.  The question
6        calls for a legal conclusion.
7               THE WITNESS:  Again, I don't know.
8        With -- I don't know who had -- from the
9        Adknowledge organization had agreements

10        specifically, other than clearly these two,
11        as this document states.
12 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
13        Q.     You testified earlier that you are
14 currently CEO of Social Ranger; correct?
15        A.     That's correct.
16        Q.     Do you have any staff?
17        A.     No.  I'm -- I am my staff at the
18 moment.  Obviously, as stated, John is -- John
19 Herbst has been working closely with me on this.
20 Yeah.
21        Q.     Were you involved in the creation of
22 Social Ranger?

 Q.   You testified earlier that you are13

currently CEO of Social Ranger; correct?14

 A.   That's correct.15

 Q.   Do you have any staff?16

 A.   No.  I'm -- I am my staff at the17

moment.  Obviously, as stated, John is -- John18

Herbst has been working closely with me on this.19

Yeah.20
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1 this litigation?
2        A.     I do.  Yes, it has been provided.
3        Q.     Do you know when it was provided?
4        A.     I don't know the exact date that it
5 was provided to you.
6        Q.     Have you created any other business
7 documents since you began your employment at Social
8 Ranger?
9        A.     Personally?  Or have I -- is that --

10        Q.     Personally.
11        A.     I certainly have an e-mail address,
12 and so there are e-mails with counsel, John, on --
13 so there are e-mails on my Social Ranger e-mail
14 address.  Separately, in terms of what I've
15 reviewed, we have a technology plan that was
16 prepared and speaks to all of the different
17 technical steps that need to take place to build out
18 the offer wall virtual currency services product,
19 which I've spent time reviewing and commenting on.
20        Q.     (Reporter seeks clarification.)
21               And that's a written document as well,
22 isn't it?
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1        A.     Yes, it's a written document.
2        Q.     Do you know if that document has been
3 produced in this litigation?
4        A.     Yes, I believe it has.
5        Q.     Are there any other business documents
6 that you've created?
7        A.     None that I've personally created that
8 I'm -- that I can think of at the moment.  There are
9 obviously corporate documents that have been

10 prepared that we've discussed and -- incorporation
11 documents and documents related to the assignment of
12 certain things into the Social Ranger entity and
13 that have been provided to you.
14        Q.     I think you said that you had
15 commented on the technology plan; is that correct?
16        A.     Yes.
17        Q.     Were you the original drafter of the
18 technology plan?
19        A.     I was not.
20        Q.     Who was?
21        A.     It was a -- first of all, I'm not an
22 engineer or a developer myself.  So I couldn't
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1 create personally -- it would be very difficult for
2 me to create personally a technology-focused code
3 for this deck.  But the presentation was created by
4 an individual named Dagen Brock, who had previously
5 been an engineer working with the Super Rewards
6 team.
7        Q.     Does Social Ranger currently have any
8 customers?
9        A.     Social Ranger does not currently have

10 any customers.
11        Q.     Is Social Ranger currently undertaking
12 any customer acquisition efforts?
13        A.     It's impossible for us to undertake
14 customer acquisition efforts when we're blocked from
15 the market.  There would be -- I certainly have
16 great relationships with previous, you know,
17 individuals who worked in social gaming, but there
18 is no -- there is no ability for me to -- I could --
19 I'd look like an idiot if I was calling a potential
20 customer and talking about a product that they're
21 not allowed to integrate into their game app at the
22 moment.
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1               So, no, we don't have any customers,
2 and I'm not yet able to contact potential customers
3 to even talk about integrating our solution.
4        Q.     Why aren't you able to contact
5 potential customers with games or apps on, say,
6 Google Plus to offer your services?
7        A.     There are no games on Google Plus.
8        Q.     Are there apps?
9        A.     "Apps" is a very broad term.

10 Effectively the social -- I don't know how many
11 social networks -- the market today is on Facebook.
12 Back in 2009, there would have been other customers
13 that we could contact and, frankly, other markets
14 that we could go into.
15               Like we talked earlier about the MMO
16 market.  And we tried absolutely everything we could
17 do to save the business and save the jobs of lots of
18 employees.  We couldn't -- we couldn't do that.
19               I know where the market is today.  And
20 I'm ready to build a big business that focuses on
21 that market if this is -- if allowed to do so.  But
22 there are no customers for me to contact today that

Q Does Social Ranger currently have any

customers?8

 A.   Social Ranger does not currently have9

any customers.10

 Q.   Is Social Ranger currently undertaking11

any customer acquisition efforts?12

 A.   It's impossible for us to undertake13

customer acquisition efforts when we're blocked from14

the market.  There would be -- I certainly have15

great relationships with previous, you know,16

individuals who worked in social gaming, but there17

is no -- there is no ability for me to -- I could --18

I'd look like an idiot if I was calling a potential19

customer and talking about a product that they're20

not allowed to integrate into their game app at the21

moment.22

 A.   Yes, it's a written document.1

 Q.   Do you know if that document has been2

produced in this litigation?3

 Q.   Have you created any other business6

documents since you began your employment at Social7

Ranger?8

 A.   Personally?  Or have I -- is that --9

 Q.   Personally.10

 A.   I certainly have an e-mail address,11

and so there are e-mails with counsel, John, on --12

so there are e-mails on my Social Ranger e-mail13

address.  Separately, in terms of what I've14

reviewed, we have a technology plan that was15

prepared and speaks to all of the different16

technical steps that need to take place to build out17

the offer wall virtual currency services product,18

which I've spent time reviewing and commenting on.19

 Q.   (Reporter seeks clarification.)20

 And that's a written document as well,21

isn't it?22

 So, no, we don't have any customers,1

and I'm not yet able to contact potential customers2

to even talk about integrating our solution.3

 A.   Yes, I believe it has.4

 Q.   Are there any other business documents5

that you've created?6

 A.   None that I've personally created that7

I'm -- that I can think of at the moment.  There are8

obviously corporate documents that have been9

prepared that we've discussed and -- incorporation10

documents and documents related to the assignment of11

certain things into the Social Ranger entity and12

that have been provided to you.13

an individual named Dagen Brock, who had previously4

been an engineer working with the Super Rewards5

team.6

Q. Q. Does 7
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1 are not on the Facebook app developer -- game
2 developer on Facebook.
3        Q.     Why can't you contact potential
4 customers that have games on mobile platforms like
5 iOS or Android?
6        A.     You're talking about a completely
7 different product.  If I was a -- if I'm a
8 manufacturer of cars and all of a sudden the car
9 industry is in a difficult place, I can't altogether

10 go and build airplanes after that just because I
11 have some knowledge of building engines.  It's a
12 different product, a different market.
13               We tried mobile back then, in the one
14 month or two months, or however long it was.  And we
15 did our absolute best to build a product that was
16 useable and would be appealing to the customers we
17 had in that market.  And it wasn't effective.  And I
18 wouldn't want to repeat the time and effort and cost
19 of going into something that wasn't going to be
20 effective.  I'm ready to build the product in the
21 market that is the market.
22        Q.     Are you aware of other providers of
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1 offer walls or offer ads that service developers
2 with games on mobile platforms?
3               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; vague.
4               THE WITNESS:  I don't know the answer
5        to that.  I do know that if there were
6        companies -- that would be different
7        companies.  That would be a different
8        product.  So I haven't been asked to research
9        the market, mobile games, that I don't -- in

10        part of this 30(b)(6) deposition, it's not
11        something I've been asked to prepare for.
12 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
13        Q.     And just asking you as a question of
14 your personal knowledge then, you're not aware of
15 providers of offer walls or offer ads that were
16 serving developers on mobile platforms?
17               MR. NEWMAN:  Today or --
18               MR. GIMBLETT:  Today.
19               MR. NEWMAN:  Object to the extent it's
20        outside the scope of the notice and to the
21        extent the question lacks foundation.
22 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
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1        Q.     You may answer.
2        A.     I'm thinking none that I can recall at
3 the moment.
4        Q.     Has Social Ranger engaged in any
5 marketing or advertising of its services?
6        A.     No, they have not.
7        Q.     Has Social Ranger taken any steps to
8 assess market demand for its services?
9        A.     We certainly have relationships

10 with -- and I personally have relationships with
11 people who were our customers back when it was an
12 open and competitive market.  And in thinking about
13 whether this is an interesting opportunity for me
14 personally, you know, there are individuals who were
15 previously game developers or currently involved in
16 the space that, without telling them what I was
17 going to do and why I was asking, we talked about
18 the competitive nature of their game developer
19 market on Facebook today.  And as part of that, I'm
20 convinced of the need for our services.
21        Q.     Let me ask you to turn back to
22 Exhibit 1, if you have it still in front of you.
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1        A.     I'm sure.
2        Q.     This is the operating agreement of
3 Social Ranger, LLC.
4               (Discussion off the record.)
5 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
6        Q.     I beg your pardon.  I'll correct the
7 record.
8               I'm asking you to turn back to
9 Exhibit 4, operating agreement with Social Ranger,

10 LLC, SR00000001.
11               And if I can ask you to review
12 Article 3.2 and Schedule 1 of this agreement.
13               (Witness peruses the exhibit.)
14        A.     I don't see your Schedule 1.
15        Q.     I'm sorry.  Exhibit A.  It's on
16 SR00000009.
17               (Witness peruses the exhibit.)
18        A.     Yes.
19        Q.     So Article 3.2 states that, "The
20 member," which is defined in 3.1 as Social Currency,
21 LLC, "shall make the contribution described on
22 Exhibit A in exchange for 100 units of membership

 Q.   I'm sorry.  Exhibit A.  It's on15

SR00000009.16

 (Witness peruses the exhibit.)17

 A.   Yes.18

 Q.   So Article 3.2 states that, "The19

member," which is defined in 3.1 as Social Currency,20

LLC, "shall make the contribution described on21

Exhibit A in exchange for 100 units of membership22

Q

demand for its services?

 A.   We certainly have relationships9

with -- and I personally have relationships with10

people who were our customers back when it was an11

open and competitive market.  And in thinking about12

whether this is an interesting opportunity for me13

personally, you know, there are individuals who were14

previously game developers or currently involved in15

the space that, without telling them what I was16

going to do and why I was asking, we talked about17

the competitive nature of their game developer18

market on Facebook today.  And as part of that, I'm19

convinced of the need for our services.20

 A.   I'm thinking none that I can recall at2

the moment.3

 Q.   Has Social Ranger engaged in any4

marketing or advertising of its services?5

 A.   No, they have not.6

Q. Q. Has Social Ranger taken any steps to7

assess market 8
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1 interest of the company, that being all the
2 outstanding units of the membership interest."
3               And Exhibit A, under the title,
4 "Contribution," states, "25,000 United States
5 dollars."
6               Are you aware if Social Currency, LLC,
7 in fact, did make that contribution?
8               MR. NEWMAN:  The witness should look
9        at the page that counsel's asking about,

10        which is SR 00009.
11               (Witness peruses the exhibit.)
12               THE WITNESS:  Sorry.  Could you repeat
13        the question again?
14 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
15        Q.     Are you aware if Social Currency, LLC,
16 in fact, made the contribution of $25,000 listed on
17 Exhibit A?
18        A.     Yes, that's the case.
19        Q.     Has Social Currency, LLC made any
20 other contributions to Social Ranger?
21        A.     There has been an assignment of
22 various interests into -- sorry -- a contribution in

Page 107

1 this sense or contribution in a general sense?
2        Q.     Let's start in the sense of a
3 management contribution akin to the $25,000, and we
4 can ask about other contributions separately.
5               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; vague.
6               THE WITNESS:  I don't -- I don't know
7        the answer.  As to contributions, there are
8        obviously individuals like myself who are
9        being paid, will be paid in the future from

10        Social Currency.  And certainly my $1500 a
11        month -- that's right -- I'm sorry -- 1,000 a
12        month -- sorry -- monthly -- salary could be
13        paid for quite some time from the $25,000
14        contribution.  But from money concept
15        contribution, I don't know the answer to that
16        [sic].
17 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
18        Q.     Any non-monetary contributions by
19 Social Currency that you're aware of?
20        A.     There has been an assignment of
21 interest associated in this claim from Social
22 Currency, which was previously known as Adknowledge
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1 Social Currency, to Social Ranger.  So there has
2 been both, as part of this operating agreement, an
3 assignment and a separate specific assignment by
4 Social Currency to Social Ranger.
5        Q.     Apart from the $25,000 and the
6 assignment, what assets does Social Ranger have?
7        A.     Assets that Social Ranger has include
8 the business plan and the technology plan, both of
9 which have been provided to you.  Has employees.

10 Has me and John's involvement.  Whether or not he's
11 legally employed, I'm not sure.  Certainly has the
12 know-how and -- I guess I'll leave it at that.
13        Q.     What income does Social Ranger have?
14        A.     Social Ranger does not have income
15 today.
16        Q.     What expenses does Social Ranger have
17 today?
18        A.     The salary expenses that I have spoken
19 about.  I am -- you know, there may be -- I would
20 have to speak with Mike Hardin from Adknowledge if
21 there are any others.  There may be others, but
22 there's none that I'm aware of.
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1        Q.     Is your salary paid out of the $25,000
2 that was contributed to Social Ranger?
3        A.     I can't answer that.  I don't know the
4 answer.
5        Q.     Apart from the provision of your
6 employment agreement providing for you to have a
7 share in the profits of Social Ranger, if it enters
8 the market, will there be any financial benefit to
9 you if Social Ranger is successful in this lawsuit?

10        A.     No.
11               MR. GIMBLETT:  So we've been going I
12        think a little bit over an hour.  Should we
13        take a short break?
14               MR. NEWMAN:  Yes, please.
15               MR. GIMBLETT:  Off the record.
16               THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  We're going off the
17        record at 11:47 p.m.  This marks the end of
18        Media 2.
19               (Recess from the record.)
20               THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  We're back on the
21        record at 11:55 a.m.  This marks the
22        beginning of Media 3.

interest of the company, that being all the1

outstanding units of the membership interest."2

 And Exhibit A, under the title,3

"Contribution," states, "25,000 United States4

dollars."5

 Are you aware if Social Currency, LLC,6

in fact, did make that contribution?7

 MR. NEWMAN:  The witness should look8

 at the page that counsel's asking about,9

 which is SR 00009.10

 (Witness peruses the exhibit.)11

 THE WITNESS:  Sorry.  Could you repeat12

 the question again?13

BY MR. GIMBLETT:14

 Q.   Are you aware if Social Currency, LLC,15

in fact, made the contribution of $25,000 listed on16

Exhibit A?17

 A.   Yes, that's the case.18

 Q.   Has Social Currency, LLC made any19

other contributions to Social Ranger?20

 A.   There has been an assignment of21

various interests into -- sorry -- a contribution in22

this sense or contribution in a general sense?1

 Q.   Let's start in the sense of a2

management contribution akin to the $25,000, and we3

can ask about other contributions separately.4

 MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; vague.5

 THE WITNESS:  I don't -- I don't know6

 the answer.  As to contributions, there are7

 obviously individuals like myself who are8

 being paid, will be paid in the future from9

 Social Currency.  And certainly my $1500 a10

 month -- that's right -- I'm sorry -- 1,000 a11

 month -- sorry -- monthly -- salary could be12

 paid for quite some time from the $25,00013

 contribution.  But from money concept14

 contribution, I don't know the answer to that15

 [sic].16

BY MR. GIMBLETT:17

 Q.   Any non-monetary contributions by18

Social Currency that you're aware of?19

 A.   There has been an assignment of20

interest associated in this claim from Social21

Currency, which was previously known as Adknowledge22

Social Currency, to Social Ranger.  So there has1

been both, as part of this operating agreement, an2

assignment and a separate specific assignment by3

Social Currency to Social Ranger.4

 Q.   Apart from the $25,000 and the5

assignment, what assets does Social Ranger have?6

 A.   Assets that Social Ranger has include7

the business plan and the technology plan, both of8

which have been provided to you.  Has employees.9

Has me and John's involvement.  Whether or not he's10

legally employed, I'm not sure.  Certainly has the11

know-how and -- I guess I'll leave it at that.12
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1 mentioned that Social Ranger's business plan had
2 been produced to us, as well as the employment
3 agreement between you and Social Ranger.
4               MR. GIMBLETT:  I'll note for the
5        record that the business plan, which is
6        responsive to our first set of request for
7        production and which we specifically asked
8        for at Mr. Lynn's deposition on July the
9        12th, was produced to us this last Thursday,

10        the 18th of August, 5:05 p.m., in a
11        production totaling 140,000 pages.
12               The employment agreement we received
13        on Friday, the 19th of August, in a
14        production made to us at 4:20 p.m.
15 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
16        Q.     I'd like to take just a couple of
17 minutes to ask you a couple of questions about one
18 in particular, the business plan.
19        A.     Okay.
20        Q.     So could you tell me who initially
21 drafted the business plan.
22        A.     It was --

Page 235

1               MR. NEWMAN:  I'll object to the extent
2        that counsel is asking about a document that
3        hasn't been provided to the witness.
4               THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Can you get your
5        mic on also, Counsel.  Thanks.
6 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
7        Q.     I'll continue with the question.
8 Because I'm not asking you about the contents of the
9 document; I'm talking to you about the circumstances

10 surrounding its creation.  And if we get on to
11 questions about its contents, I'll show you a copy.
12               So the question is, who was the
13 initial drafter of the business plan?
14        A.     The business plan was a joint drafting
15 effort between myself and John Herbst.
16        Q.     And were any -- was anybody else
17 involved in drafting the document?
18        A.     I don't believe so.  I think it was
19 just of the two of us.
20        Q.     Over what period of time was the
21 document created?
22        A.     A period of some weeks, a couple of
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1 weeks, few weeks.
2        Q.     And when did that period begin?
3        A.     The initial drafting -- it's still an
4 ongoing document, obviously -- of the one that was
5 provided to you, I certainly started working on it
6 in late June.
7        Q.     And you mentioned it's a -- I think
8 a --
9        A.     Early July is possible too.

10        Q.     You mentioned that it's an ongoing
11 document.
12               Do you expect to make further changes
13 to it over the next few months?
14        A.     Naturally.
15        Q.     And will further versions of this
16 document be produced to us if it changes between now
17 and the end of the fact discovery period on the 13th
18 of September?
19        A.     Sure.
20               (Discussion off the record.)
21        Q.     So I'd like to turn now to some
22 questions concerning Social Ranger's production of
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1 documents in this litigation and the policy
2 surrounding Adknowledge's retention of documents.
3               So, first, does Social Ranger have a
4 policy concerning retention, storage or destruction
5 of documents?
6               MR. NEWMAN:  Objection; vague as to
7        time.
8               MR. GIMBLETT:  The question was posed
9        in the present tense, so the question relates

10        to today.
11               THE WITNESS:  It does as part of --
12        any Adknowledge entity -- Adknowledge entity
13        has a document retention policy.
14 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
15        Q.     And for how long has Adknowledge had a
16 policy concerning retention, storage or destruction
17 of documents?
18        A.     It's had a policy since the --
19 certainly longer than the period at which it had
20 purchased the Super Rewards business.
21        Q.     So since at least July 2009?
22        A.     Whether it was a formalized written

Q. 

A. A period of some weeks, a couple of

weeks, few weeks.1

 Q.   And when did that period begin?2

 A.   The initial drafting -- it's still an3

ongoing document, obviously -- of the one that was4

provided to you, I certainly started working on it5

in late June.6

 Q.   And you mentioned it's a -- I think7

a --8

 A.   Early July is possible too.9

 Q.   You mentioned that it's an ongoing10

document.11

 Do you expect to make further changes12

to it over the next few months?13

 A.   Naturally.14

 Q.   I'll continue with the question.7

Because I'm not asking you about the contents of thea8

document; I'm talking to you about the circumstances9

surrounding its creation.  And if we get on to10

questions about its contents, I'll show you a copy.11

 So the question is, who was the12

initial drafter of the business plan?13

 A.   The business plan was a joint drafting14

effort between myself and John Herbst.15

 Q.   And were any -- was anybody else16

involved in drafting the document?17

 A.   I don't believe so.  I think it was18

just of the two of us.19

QQ. Over what period of time was the20

document created?21

AA. A period of some w22

 MR. GIMBLETT:  I'll note for the4

 record that the business plan, which is5

 responsive to our first set of request for6

 production and which we specifically asked7

 for at Mr. Lynn's deposition on July the8

 12th, was produced to us this last Thursday,9

 the 18th of August, 5:05 p.m., in a10

 production totaling 140,000 pages.11

 The employment agreement we received12

 on Friday, the 19th of August, in a13

 production made to us at 4:20 p.m.14
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1        needed to be recorded, but I don't have the
2        specifics of that.
3

4 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
5        Q.     Thank you.
6               MR. GIMBLETT:  Let's take a quick
7        break and then we'll finish up.
8               Off the record.
9               THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  We're going off the

10        record at 5:52 p.m.
11               (Recess from the record.)
12               THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  We're back on the
13        record at 6:07 p.m.
14 BY MR. GIMBLETT:
15        Q.     Mr. Caplan, I'd just like to close by
16 asking you a few final questions.
17               First, we discussed before the break
18 the Social Ranger business plan and your role in
19 drafting that.  And you testified, I believe, that
20 you began your work on that business plan in June
21 this year; is that correct?
22        A.     I think I said late June or early
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1 July.
2        Q.     Okay.  When you began your work on the
3 document, was that already a draft in existence, or
4 were you working on a clean page of paper?
5        A.     I think there was some words that had
6 been put to paper.  And that grew to the business
7 plan that -- there were page titles in parts.
8        Q.     And is it your understanding that
9 those components of the paper were created before

10 you began your employment with Social Ranger?
11        A.     I don't know that to be the case, no.
12        Q.     If I told you that the metadata
13 associated with the document indicates that it was
14 created in May 2016, would that be consistent with
15 your understanding of how the document was put
16 together?
17        A.     No.  There could have been a document
18 that was created that had the title business plan.
19 I'm not sure whether that is this document.  So it's
20 not consistent with what I would understand.
21        Q.     Okay.  Next I want to ask you a couple
22 of final questions concerning Super Rewards'
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1 customers during the period of your employment --
2 previous employment by Adknowledge.  So this is the
3 period July 2009 to March 2011.  We've spoken about
4 game developer customers of Super Rewards' in that
5 period.
6               Is it your recollection that Super
7 Rewards had any non-game application developers
8 amongst its customers at that time?
9        A.     There may have been applications -- I

10 can think of one application that integrated our
11 product that was not a game -- it was not a game.
12 That was a fringe case and certainly wasn't
13 representative.  The social game developers were our
14 customers.  I can think of one app, though, that was
15 not a social game that integrated us.
16        Q.     What was the name of that app?
17        A.     The name of the app was Ambee --
18 E-M -- A-M-B-E-E, I believe.  Or it might be Embee,
19 but I believe E-M-B-E-E.
20        Q.     What kind of app was that?
21        A.     It was a product that allowed
22 consumers to get prepaid mobile phone minutes.  And

Page 261

1 they used our offer wall product as a way of
2 allowing consumers to either purchase or complete
3 advertising offers as a way of growing the number of
4 minutes that they could speak on the phone as part
5 of their mobile prepaid plan.
6        Q.     Can you think of any other non-game
7 developer -- non-game application developers that
8 Super Rewards had as its customers between July 2009
9 and March 2011?

10        A.     Sorry.  Could you repeat the question
11 one more time?
12        Q.     Can you think of any other non-game
13 application developers that Super Rewards had as its
14 customer during that period?
15        A.     For the -- which product -- which
16 market?  We did have customers in other markets that
17 we operated.
18        Q.     I'm talking about any customer,
19 regardless of which market you would classify it as
20 being in.
21        A.     There were apps, I believe, as part
22 of -- certainly on the list that you showed me

 Q.   Mr. Caplan, I'd just like to close by15

asking you a few final questions.16

 First, we discussed before the break17

the Social Ranger business plan and your role in18

drafting that.  And you testified, I believe, that19

you began your work on that business plan in June20

this year; is that correct?21

 A.   I think I said late June or early22

July.1

 Q.   Okay.  When you began your work on the2

document, was that already a draft in existence, or3

were you working on a clean page of paper?4

 A.   I think there was some words that had5

been put to paper.  And that grew to the business6

plan that -- there were page titles in parts.7
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1 earlier today, if they were all customers of
2 certainly more than one of our business markets or
3 another.  There were names on there that, I believe,
4 were not game companies.
5        Q.     And to be fair, I don't believe that
6 chart purported to list only Super Rewards'
7 customers.
8               So just asking you, from your own
9 recollection now, can you remember any other

10 non-game application developers that were Super
11 Rewards' customers?
12        A.     I can't remember at this point in
13 time, no.
14        Q.     And when you say that, as you think
15 about it, there may have been customers in other
16 markets, how do you think about the other markets?
17 What kind of markets do you have in mind?
18        A.     At one point or another, we looked at
19 content unlocking, in particular, as the initiative
20 to diversify away from a social games market.  As an
21 example, a company that we spoke to that was not a
22 game company, that didn't ultimately integrate us,

Page 263

1 was a company called Boingo Wireless.  At this time,
2 we're trying to think of any market that we could
3 grow our business into, and Boingo provides Internet
4 access.
5               We had conversations with them about
6 providing a way for consumers at airports to get
7 free wireless at the airport by completing an offer.
8 For a host of reasons, that didn't eventuate, and we
9 didn't launch a product to serve them.

10        Q.     Okay.  When we were discussing
11 Mr. Nguyen, you mentioned that towards the end of
12 his time at Super Rewards, he was working on a
13 different project.
14               What was the nature of that project?
15        A.     It was also a content-unlocking
16 product focused on the adult space.
17        Q.     And was Super Rewards successful in
18 signing up any new customers in that space?
19        A.     We were not.  It was not -- it was
20 something that we researched and Mr. -- Wally spent
21 his last few months focused on, but it was not a
22 market that we ultimately felt would be successful
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1 and one that we think Adknowledge should go into.
2               MR. GIMBLETT:  Thank you, Mr. Caplan.
3        I have no further questions.
4               MR. NEWMAN:  Thank you.
5               THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  This concludes
6        today's testimony of Adam Caplan.  We're
7        going off the record at 6:15 p.m., and this
8        also concludes Media 5.
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22
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1                  C E R T I F I C A T E
2

3 STATE OF NEW YORK     )
4                       ss:
5 COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER )
6

7           I, Eileen Mulvenna, CSR/RMR/CRR and a
8 notary public within and for the State of New York,
9 do hereby certify:

10           That I reported the proceedings in the
11 within-entitled matter, and that the within
12 transcript is a true record of such proceedings.
13           I further certify that I am not related by
14 blood or marriage to any of the parties in this
15 matter and that I am in no way interested in the
16 outcome of the matter.
17           IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my
18 hand this 4th day of September, 2016.
19

20

21          ------------------------------
22                      Eileen Mulvenna, CSR/RMR/CRR
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1     Adam Caplan c/o

    Newman & DuWors
2     2101 Fourth Avenue, Suite 1500

    Seattle, Washington 98121
3

4     Case: Social Ranger, LLC v. Facebook, Inc.

    Date of deposition: August 22, 2016
5     Deponent: Adam Caplan
6

7     Please be advised that the transcript in the above
8     referenced matter is now complete and ready for signature.
9     The deponent may come to this office to sign the transcript,

10     a copy may be purchased for the witness to review and sign,
11     or the deponent and/or counsel may waive the option of 
12     signing. Please advise us of the option selected.
13     Please forward the errata sheet and the original signed
14     signature page to counsel noticing the deposition, noting the 
15     applicable time period allowed for such by the governing 
16     Rules of Procedure. If you have any questions, please do 
17     not hesitate to call our office at (202)-232-0646.
18

19

20     Sincerely,

    Digital Evidence Group      
21     Copyright 2016 Digital Evidence Group

    Copying is forbidden, including electronically, absent 
22     express written consent.
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1     Digital Evidence Group, L.L.C.
    1730 M Street, NW, Suite 812

2     Washington, D.C. 20036
    (202) 232-0646

3

4     SIGNATURE PAGE
    Case: Social Ranger, LLC v. Facebook, Inc.

5     Witness Name: Adam Caplan
    Deposition Date: August 22, 2016

6

7     I do hereby acknowledge that I have read
    and examined the foregoing pages

8     of the transcript of my deposition and that:
9

10     (Check appropriate box):
    (  ) The same is a true, correct and

11     complete transcription of the answers given by
    me to the questions therein recorded.

12     (  ) Except for the changes noted in the
    attached Errata Sheet, the same is a true,

13     correct and complete transcription of the
    answers given by me to the questions therein

14     recorded. 
15

16     _____________          _________________________
17       DATE                   WITNESS SIGNATURE
18

19

20

21     _____________          __________________________
22       DATE                       NOTARY
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1     Digital Evidence Group, LLC
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1 A P P E A R A N C E S:
2

3      NEWMAN & DuWORS
4      Attorneys for Plaintiff and
5      the Witness
6            2101 Fourth Avenue, Ste. 1500
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1           THE VIDEOGRAPHER:   This is tape
2      number one of the videotaped
3      deposition of Mr. Scott Lynn, taken by
4      the defendants in the matter of Social
5      Ranger, LLC versus Facebook, Inc., in
6      the United States District Court for
7      the District of Delaware, case number
8      14-1525-LPS.  This deposition is being
9      held at Covington & Burling, LLP, on

10      July 12, 2016.  The time on the video
11      screen is 8:56 a.m.  My name is
12      Sallean Browne and I am the legal
13      videographer.  The court reporter is
14      David Henry.  We are in association
15      with Digital Evidence Group.  Will
16      counsel please introduce themselves
17      for the record.
18           MR. BARNETT:    Thomas Barnett
19      from Covington & Burling representing
20      Facebook.
21           MS. LEE:   Anne Lee from
22      Covington & Burling representing
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1 Adknowledge.
2      Q.    Other than what?
3      A.    Than my role at Adknowledge.
4      Q.    As chairman of the board?
5      A.    As chairman of the board.
6      
7
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13      Q.    Okay.  Were you involved in the
14 decision to create the Social Ranger entity?
15           MR. NEWMAN:   Objection, vague.
16      A.    I was.
17      Q.    Do you remember when that took
18 place?
19      A.    I don't.
20      Q.    What is the Social Ranger between
21 Social Ranger and Adknowledge?
22      A.    Social Ranger is I guess the

Page 25

1 successor for the legal claim that
2 SuperRewards had against Facebook and it's
3 an entity that we're working on building so
4 that in the event we decide to reenter the
5 virtual currency market because of this
6 litigation, we're able to do so, which is
7 why we've hired or brought back Adam Caplan.
8      Q.    So let me just understand.  First
9 who owns Social Ranger?

10      A.    Adknowledge owns Social Ranger.
11      Q.    A hundred percent of it?
12      A.    That's my understanding, yes.
13 Less potential stock option plans or things
14 that may be granted to employees in the
15 future.  But in terms of equity, I believe
16 Adknowledge owns a hundred percent.
17      Q.    And do you know how many
18 employees Social Ranger has?
19      A.    I believe it's just Adam right
20 now.
21      Q.    Okay, and you mentioned bringing
22 Mr. Caplan back.  When did that take place?

 Q.   And do you know how many17

employees Social Ranger has?18

 A.   I believe it's just Adam right19

now.20

 Q.   Okay, and you mentioned bringing21

Mr. Caplan back.  When did that take place?22
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1      A.    The conversations have been
2 ongoing, but I think we more or less came to
3 terms to bring Adam back, I don't know, a
4 handful of months ago.
5      Q.    In 2016?
6      A.    I don't recall specifically.  I
7 think maybe 2016.  I'm not sure.
8      Q.    Does Mr. Caplan have an
9 employment agreement?

10      A.    My understanding is that he does.
11      Q.    Would you have reviewed that
12 agreement?
13      A.    I did not.
14      Q.    So who would have made the
15 decision to bring Mr. Caplan on board?
16      A.    Well, it was certainly me who
17 would have ultimately made the decision in
18 conjunction with the senior Adknowledge
19 team, but that agreement would have been
20 prepared by Adknowledge's general counsel.
21      Q.    Would you have reviewed the
22 general terms of employment that were
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1 offered to Mr. Caplan?
2      A.    I do recall discussing the
3 general terms high level.
4      Q.    And prior to Mr. Caplan coming on
5 board, did Social Ranger have any employees?
6      A.    It did not.  Not to my
7 recollection.
8      Q.    Does it have a general counsel
9 now to your knowledge?

10      A.    I believe the Adknowledge general
11 counsel may be acting as general counsel for
12 Social Ranger as well, but I'm not certain.
13      Q.    Does Social Ranger have any
14 assets?
15      A.    It does.  Obviously the claim
16 against Facebook and we have started
17 building out a business plan which I think
18 has been completed on how we would think
19 about reentering the market.
20      Q.    Does it have a balance sheet?
21      A.    It does.  I'm sure it has a
22 balance sheet.
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1      Q.    Do you recall seeing a balance
2 sheet at some point?
3      A.    I don't.
4      Q.    So are you aware of any other
5 assets other than what you mentioned?
6      A.    I'm not aware of any other assets
7 other than what I've mentioned.  However, I
8 think it's important to understand that
9 since Social Ranger is a wholly-owned

10 subsidiary of Adknowledge, we think about I
11 guess the assets collectively.  So for
12 example if Social Ranger were able to
13 reenter the market, we would expect to use
14 advertisers from Adknowledge's other
15 businesses to do that.  So I just want to be
16 clear that independent of the Social Ranger
17 entity itself, Adknowledge does have a lot
18 of other assets that may or may not be
19 within Social Ranger that it would use or
20 could benefit it.
21      Q.    So why would advertisers from
22 Adknowledge's other businesses be interested

Page 29

1 in the business that SuperRewards used to
2 do?
3      A.    Well, so for example when we
4 acquired SuperRewards, one of the key
5 synergies that we saw was taking advertisers
6 from a product that we had called Bit System
7 and showing those advertisers in an offer
8 wall that SuperRewards created, so I think
9 depending on what happens with this case we

10 would think about that similarly.
11      Q.    So can you give me just an
12 example of an advertiser who might be
13 interested in that?
14      A.    Sure.  So I think one of the
15 largest advertisers that SuperRewards had
16 and that Adknowledge had was an advertiser
17

18

20 large advertiser of our e-mail business.
21 And we used that relationship collectively
22 between Adknowledge and between SuperRewards
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Q. D o  you recall seeing a balance
sheet at some point?

A. I  don't.
Q. S o  are you aware of any other

assets other than what you mentioned?
A. I ' m  not aware of any other assets

other than what I've mentioned. However, I
think it's important to understand that

terms to bring Adam back, I don't know, a
handful of months ago.

Q. I n  2016?
A. I  don't recall specifically. I

think maybe 2016. I 'm not sure.
Q. Does  Mr. Caplan have an

employment agreement?
A. M y  understanding is that he does.
Q. W o u l d  you have reviewed that

agreement?
A. I  did not.
Q. S o  who would have made the

decision to bring Mr. Caplan on board?
A. W e l l ,  it was certainly me who

would have ultimately made the decision in
conjunction with the senior Adknowledge
team, but that agreement would have been
prepared by Adknowledge's general counsel.

Q. W o u l d  you have reviewed the
general terms of employment that were
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since Social Ranger is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Adknowledge, we think about I
guess the assets collectively. So for
example i f  Social Ranger were able to
reenter the market, we would expect to use
advertisers from Adknowledge's other
businesses to do that. So I just want to be
clear that independent of the Social Ranger
entity itself, Adknowledge does have a lot
of other assets that may or may not be
within Social Ranger that it would use or
could benefit it.

Q. S o  why would advertisers from
Adknowledge's other businesses be interested
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1 offered to Mr. Caplan? 1 in the business that SuperRewards used to
2 A. I  do recall discussing the 2 do?
3 general terms high level. 3 A. Well, so for example when we
4 Q. A n d  prior to Mr. Caplan coming on 4 acquired SuperRewards, one of the key
5 board, did Social Ranger have any employees? 5 synergies that we saw was taking advertisers
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7 recollection. 7 and showing those advertisers in an offer
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Page 38

1 the Cubics business?
2      A.    The Cubics business, very simple,
3 was a business that showed banner
4 advertisements on Facebook applications.
5 That's really all it did.
6      Q.    Any kind of application?
7      A.    Any kind of application, but I
8 don't know if -- the way the Facebook market
9 matured over time is that there was a lot of

10 thoughts around different features and
11 functionality that application developers
12 could make for Facebook.  The market very
13 quickly became all game developers so I
14 don't know if Cubics actually did show
15 banner ads on non-games in those very early
16 days.
17      Q.    It offered to do so I presume?
18      A.    I don't know.
19      Q.    That was not part of the business
20 plan?
21      A.    I just don't know if it would
22 have ever had conversations with anyone that

Page 39

1 wasn't a game developer.
2      Q.    You only remember games?
3      A.    I only remember games.
4      Q.    So help me understand the banner
5 ads.  We'll focus on games since that's what
6 you remember.  They would appear just where
7 in the game?
8      A.    I always remember them appearing
9 just on the top, the top of the page.

10      Q.    When you load it up or during
11 play?
12      A.    I'm not a gamer.  I would never
13 really play these games myself.  But I do
14 remember seeing screenshots and I do
15 remember seeing examples of games that would
16 have a banner ad on top of the page.  I am
17 assuming that's -- the market was very early
18 back then.  There wasn't a lot of
19 sophistication in terms of how to help these
20 different ad developers monetize.
21      Q.    And on what basis did advertisers
22 pay for these banner ads?

Page 40

1      A.    That's a good question.  I don't
2 know, and the reason I would say I don't
3 know is because how advertisers paid for
4 advertising in 2009 is, or maybe even 2008,
5 I'm fuzzy on when we owned the Cubics
6 business, was very different than how they
7 pay for advertising today.  But I'm assuming
8 it would have been on a cost per click or
9 cost per thousand basis; maybe on a cost per

10 action basis; but I don't know.
11      Q.    Fair enough.  Let me go back to
12 prior to -- I just want to make sure the
13 record is clear on this.  To your knowledge
14 at this point Social Ranger has one
15 employee?
16      A.    Has one employee and possibly our
17 general counsel from Adknowledge that is
18 also an employee.
19      Q.    And you believe in terms of
20 assets you identified a business plan?
21      A.    I know a business plan has been
22 prepared.  I haven't seen it, but I know a

Page 41

1 business plan has been prepared.
2      Q.    And are you able to identify any
3 other assets at this point in time?
4           MR. NEWMAN:    Objection, asked
5      and answered.
6      A.    Again, the primary asset I think
7 in addition to the business plan and the
8 team that we're building would be the claim
9 against Facebook.  But outside of that, you

10 know, Social Ranger certainly has the
11 ability to access other assets at
12 Adknowledge, but those are the only assets
13 that I know of that are within that specific
14 entity.
15      Q.    Does Social Ranger offer any
16 products or services today?
17      A.    To game developers?
18      Q.    To anyone outside of Adknowledge.
19      A.    It doesn't offer those -- any
20 products or services today.
21      Q.    Does Adknowledge today still have
22 the Cubics business?

 Q.    Does Social Ranger offer any15

products or services today?16

 A.    To game developers?17

 Q.    To anyone outside of Adknowledge.18

 A.    It doesn't offer those -- any19

products or services today.20
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1 you think it had been completed?
2           MR. NEWMAN:    Objection,
3      misstates the witness's testimony.  If
4      you want to go back and read the prior
5      testimony, you should do that.  But
6      the witness shouldn't assume that the
7      testimony was as counsel said it was.
8      A.    I mean, I could have misspoken.
9 I don't know for sure if that business plan

10 has been completed, and honestly I don't
11 know if any business plan is ever entirely
12 complete.  But that's my understanding.
13      Q.    Have you seen any documents
14 related to the business plan for Social
15 Ranger?
16      A.    I haven't.
17           MR. NEWMAN:    No further
18      questions, thank you.
19           MR. BARNETT:    Nor from me.
20      Thank you.
21            (Time noted:  5:02 p.m.)
22
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1            C E R T I F I C A T E
2 STATE OF NEW YORK      )
3                        ) ss.:
4 COUNTY OF NEW YORK     )
5      I, DAVID HENRY, a Notary Public within
6 and for the State of New York, do hereby
7 certify:
8      That SCOTT LYNN, the witness whose
9 deposition is hereinbefore set forth, was

10 duly sworn by me and that such deposition
11 is a true record of the testimony given by
12 such witness.
13      I further certify that I am not
14 related to any of the parties to this
15 action by blood or marriage; and that I am
16 in no way interested in the outcome of this
17 matter.
18      IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto
19 set my hand this 15th day of July, 2016.
20

21      -------------------------
22            DAVID HENRY
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18

19

20     Sincerely,
    Digital Evidence Group      

21     Copyright 2016 Digital Evidence Group
    Copying is forbidden, including electronically, absent 

22     express written consent.
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1     Digital Evidence Group, L.L.C.
    1730 M Street, NW, Suite 812

2     Washington, D.C. 20036
    (202) 232-0646

3

4     SIGNATURE PAGE
    Case: Social Ranger, LLC v. Facebook, Inc.

5     Witness Name: Scott Lynn
    Deposition Date: July 12, 2016

6

7     I do hereby acknowledge that I have read
    and examined the foregoing pages

8     of the transcript of my deposition and that:
9

10     (Check appropriate box):
    (  ) The same is a true, correct and

11     complete transcription of the answers given by
    me to the questions therein recorded.

12     (  ) Except for the changes noted in the
    attached Errata Sheet, the same is a true,

13     correct and complete transcription of the
    answers given by me to the questions therein

14     recorded. 
15

16     _____________          _________________________
17       DATE                   WITNESS SIGNATURE
18

19

20

21     _____________          __________________________
22       DATE                       NOTARY

7/12/2016

1
2

you think it had been completed?
MR. NEWMAN: Objection,

1 Scott Lynn c/o
Newman & DuWors

3 misstates the witness's testimony. I f
2 2101 Fourth Ave., Suite 1500

Seattle, Washington 98121
4 you want to go back and read the prior 3

5 testimony, you should do that. But 9 Case: Social Ranger, LLC v. Facebook, Inc.
6 the witness shouldn't assume that the Date of deposition: July 12, 2016

7 testimony was as counsel said it was.
5
6

Deponent: Scott Lynn

8 A. I  mean, I could have misspoken. 7 Please be advised that the transcript in the above
9 I don't know for sure if that business plan 8 referenced matter is now complete and ready for signature.

10 has been completed, and honestly I don't 9 The deponent may come to this office to sign the transcript,
11 know if any business plan is ever entirely 1 o a copy may be purchased for the witness to review and sign,

ii or the deponent and/or counsel may waive the option of12 complete. But that's my understanding. 12 signing. Please advise us of the option selected.
13 Q. Have  you seen any documents 13 Please forward the errata sheet and the original signed
14 related to the business plan for Social 19 signature page to counsel noticing the deposition, noting the
15 Ranger? 15 applicable time period allowed for such by the governing

16 A. I  haven't. 16

17
Rules of Procedure. I f  you have any questions, please do
not hesitate to call our office at (202)-232-0646.17 MR. NEWMAN: N o  further 18

18 questions, thank you. 19

19 MR. BARNETT: N o r  from me. 20 Sincerely,
20 Thank you. Digital Evidence Group

21 (Time noted: 5:02 p.m.)
21 Copyright 2016 Digital Evidence Group

Copying is forbidden, including electronically, absent
22 22 express written consent.

P a g e  2 9 4 P a g e  2 9 6

1 C E R T I F I C A T E 1 Digital Evidence Group, L.L.C.
1730 M Street, NW, Suite 8122 STATE OF NEW YORK ) 2 Washington, D.C. 20036

3 ) SS.: (202) 232-0646
4 COUNTY OF NEW YORK ) 3

9 SIGNATURE PAGE
5 I, DAVID HENRY, a Notary Public within Case: Social Ranger, LLC v. Facebook, Inc.
6 and for the State of New York, do hereby 5 Witness Name: Scott Lynn
7 certify: 6

Deposition Date: July 12, 2016

8 That SCOTT LYNN, the witness whose 7 I do hereby acknowledge that I have read
9 deposition is hereinbefore set forth, was and examined the foregoing pages

8 of the transcript of my deposition and that:
10 duly sworn by me and that such deposition 9

11 is a true record of the testimony given by 10 (Check appropriate box):
( )  The same is a true, correct and12 such witness. 11 complete transcription of the answers given by

13 I further certify that I am not me to the questions therein recorded.
14

15
related to any of the parties to this
action by blood or marriage; and that I am

12

13

( )  Except for the changes noted in the
attached Errata Sheet, the same is a true,
correct and complete transcription of the

16 in no way interested in the outcome of this answers given by me to the questions therein
19 recorded.17 matter. 15

18 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto 16

19 set my hand this 15th day of July, 2016. 17

18
DATE W I T N E S S  SIGNATURE

20 is
21 20

21
22 DAVID HENRY 22 DATE N O T A R Y

P a g e  2 9 5 P a g e  2 9 7

Social Ranger, LLC v. Facebook, Inc. Scott Lynn

Pages  2 9 4  t o  2 9 7
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Page 298

Page 298

1     Digital Evidence Group, LLC
2     1730 M Street, NW, Suite 812
3     Washington, D.C.  20036
4     (202)232-0646
5

6                            ERRATA SHEET
7

8     Case: Social Ranger, LLC v. Facebook, Inc.
9     Witness Name: Scott Lynn

10     Deposition Date: July 12, 2016
11     Page No.    Line No.      Change
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21         ___________________________        _____________
22         Signature                            Date

7/12/2016 Social Ranger, LLC v. Facebook, Inc. Scott Lynn

1

2

3

5

6

7

a
9

10

11

12

13

19

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Digital Evidence Group, LLC

1730M Street, NW, Suite 812

Washington, D.C. 20036

(202)232-0646

ERRATA SHEET

Case: Social Ranger, LLC v. Facebook, Inc.

Witness Name: Scott Lynn

Deposition Date: July 12,2016

Page No. L i n e  No. C h a n g e

Signature D a t e
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Page 1

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE

-----------------------------------------x

SOCIAL RANGER, LLC, a Delaware

limitied liability company,

               Plaintiff,

               vs.         Case No. 14-1525-LPS

FACEBOOK, INC., a Delaware

corporation,

               Defendant.

__________________________________________

                    9:11 a.m.

                 October 7, 2016

                620 Eighth Avenue

               New York, New York

    VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION of BENJAMIN GEORGE

LEGG, a Witness in the above entitled matter,

pursuant to Notice, before Stephen J. Moore, a

Registered Professional Reporter, Certified

Realtime Reporter and Notary Public of the State

of New York.

____________________________________________________

               DIGITAL EVIDENCE GROUP

            1730 M Street, NW, Suite 812

               Washington, D.C. 20036

                   (202) 232-0646
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Pages 2 to 5

Page 2

1 A P P E A R A N C E S:
2         NEWMAN DuWORS LLP
3                Attorneys for Plaintiff
4                2101 Fourth Avenue
5                Suite 1500
6                Seattle, Washington 98121
7

8         BY:    DEREK A. NEWMAN, ESQ.
9

10         COVINGTON & BURLING LLP
11                Attorneys for Defendant
12                One CityCenter
13                850 Tenth Street, N.W.
14                Washington, D.C.  20001-4956.
15

16         BY:    JONATHAN GIMBLETT, ESQ.
17                - and -
18                BRIAN RYOO, ESQ.
19 ALSO PRESENT:
20         JOHN HEBST, ESQ.
21

22

Page 3

1 EXAMINATION BY                                Page
2 MR. GIMBLETT                                     5
3

4                E X H I B I T S
5

6 1     E-mail with the Bates number SR          21
7       00063339 through 63341
8 2     Ben Legg Linkedin profile                24
9 3     E-mail bearing the Bates number          45

10       SR 00004153 through 4155
11 4     Document headed Operating                62
12       agreement Social Ranger LLC and
13       it bears the Bates numbers SR
14       00000001 through 9
15 5     Claims assignment agreement              72
16       Bates numbers SR 00000053
17       through 54
18 6     Assignment agreement bearing             74
19       Bates number SR 00000055
20       through 56
21

22

Page 4

1                THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  We are now on
2         the record.
3                This is tape number 1 of the
4         videotaped deposition of Benjamin Legg in
5         the matter of Social Ranger versus
6         Facebook in the United States District
7         Court for the District of Delaware.
8                This deposition is being held at
9         620 Eighth Avenue, New York, New York on

10         October 7, 2016.
11                The time on the video screen is
12         9:11 a.m.
13                My name is Danny Ortega, I am the
14         legal videographer from Digital Evidence
15         Group.
16                The court reporter is Steve Moore
17         in association with Digital Evidence
18         Group.
19                Will counsel please introduce
20         themselves for the record.
21                MR. NEWMAN:  My name is Derek
22         Newman, I represent the Plaintiff,

Page 5

1         Social Ranger LLC.
2                I also represent the witness, Ben
3         Legg, and I am joined by Social Ranger's
4         general counsel, John Herbst.
5                MR. GIMBLETT:  My name is
6         Jonathan Gimblett of Covington & Burling
7         and I represent Facebook.
8                MR. RYOO:  My name is Brian Ryoo of
9         Covington & Burling, and I represent

10         Facebook.
11                THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Will the court
12         reporter please swear in the witness.
13

14 B E N J A M I N     G E O R G E    L E G G,
15         called as a witness, having been first
16         duly sworn by the Notary Public, was
17         examined and testified as follows:
18

19 EXAMINATION BY MR. GIMBLETT:
20

21         Q      Good morning, Mr. Legg.
22         A      Good morning.
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Pages 62 to 65

Page 62

1 international, but we haven't yet.
2         Q      Okay, so I would like to switch
3 gears slightly now and talk to you about Social
4 Ranger?
5         A      Um-hum.
6         Q      And you are aware that Social
7 Ranger is the Plaintiff in this action?
8         A      Yes.
9         Q      Do you have an understanding of

10 when Social Ranger was founded?
11         A      You are probably about to remind
12 me.  2013, maybe.
13         Q      I think we can give you a
14 document.
15         A      Exactly.
16                MR. GIMBLETT:  It's tab 3.
17                (The above described document was
18         marked Legg Exhibit 4 for identification
19         as of this date.)
20         A      Okay.
21         Q      So this is a document headed
22 operating agreement Social Ranger LLC and it

Page 63

1 bears the Bates numbers SR 00000001 through 9.
2         A      Um-hum.
3         Q      Do you recognize this document?
4         A      Yes, I do.
5         Q      Is that because it was a
6 document that you reviewed yesterday, and did
7 it refresh your recollection?
8         A      Yes.
9         Q      Do you have any prior

10 recollection or independent recollection of the
11 document?
12         A      I remember signing documents,
13 yeah, like this at roughly the same time.
14                I sign a lot of legal documents,
15 remembering every single one is hard, but I
16 remember the intent that we had.  When, this
17 was shown to me, I remembered it, or at least I
18 remember what we were trying to achieve.
19         Q      What were you trying to achieve
20 for this document?
21         A      We were trying to ensure that
22 Social Ranger was allocated any rights to

Page 64

1 pursue this case against Facebook and that any
2 other organization that might think they had
3 the rights handed them over so there was no
4 ambiguity that Social Ranger has those rights.
5         Q      Do you have any recollection of
6 why it was thought necessary to pass the rights
7 to any litigation to Social Ranger rather than
8 for Adknowledge to just assert a claim itself?
9                MR. NEWMAN:  I'm going to object

10         and instruct the witness not to answer
11         if the answer arises out of legal advice
12         that the witness received from the
13         company's general counsel or any other
14         lawyer.
15 If the witness has independent
16         recollection based on discussions with
17         business people, not based on legal
18         advice, then the witness can testify about
19         it, but if it's based on legal advice then
20         the witness should not.
21                THE WITNESS:  Is it legal advice
22         related to this case or just legal

Page 65

1         advice?
2                Because in terms of the structure
3         of what we would do I would always talk to
4         lawyers in structuring companies,
5         therefore it was legal advice.
6                MR. NEWMAN:  Then I instruct the
7         witness not to answer.
8                THE WITNESS:  Okay.
9         Q      Will you follow the instruction

10 of your counsel?
11         A      I will, because I will probably
12 muddle it up.
13                But basically I remember the
14 intent clearly and I think that's what matters
15 in this case.
16         Q      Okay.
17                Can I ask you to turn to page 2
18 of this document, and that's SR 2,
19 conveniently.
20         A      Um-hum.
21         Q      I will direct your attention
22 down to the section 3.3, management.

 Q   So this is a document headed21

operating agreement Social Ranger LLC and it22

bears the Bates numbers SR 00000001 through 9.1

 A   Um-hum.2

 Q   Do you recognize this document?3

 A   Yes, I do.4

 Q   Is that because it was a5

document that you reviewed yesterday, and did6

it refresh your recollection?7

 A   Yes.8

 Q   Do you have any prior9

recollection or independent recollection of the10

document?11

 A   I remember signing documents,12

yeah, like this at roughly the same time.13

 I sign a lot of legal documents,14

remembering every single one is hard, but I15

remember the intent that we had.  When, this16

was shown to me, I remembered it, or at least I17

remember what we were trying to achieve.18

 Q   What were you trying to achieve19

for this document?20

 A   We were trying to ensure that21

Social Ranger was allocated any rights to22

pursue this case against Facebook and that any1

other organization that might think they had2

the rights handed them over so there was no3

ambiguity that Social Ranger has those rights.4
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Pages 66 to 69

Page 66

1                Do you see there is a list of
2 initial officers of the company?
3         A      Yes.
4         Q      And there it states President
5 Ben Legg?
6         A      Um-hum.
7         Q      Do you have a recollection of
8 being the President of Social Ranger?
9         A      I think I'm the President of

10 most of the companies within the Adknowledge
11 portfolio.
12                So from that perspective, yes.
13         Q      Okay.
14                Do you have a recollection of
15 the process by which you became President of
16 Social Ranger?
17                MR. NEWMAN:  Objection, vague.
18         Q      I can clarify, if need be.
19         A      In my mind, not being a lawyer,
20 it's normally when we sign documents saying we
21 have now created a company or appointed
22 officers.

Page 67

1                It may have involved Board
2 agreements, I can't remember.
3         Q      Okay, did anybody ask you to
4 become President of Social Ranger?
5         A      It probably would have been I
6 guess John as a lawyer saying we are creating
7 this company, we need to have officers, the
8 norm is for me to be an officer.
9                That would probably have been

10 the case, but --
11         Q      Are you still President of
12 Social Ranger?
13         A      As far as I am aware, yes.
14                I sign a lot of legal documents.
15         Q      You don't have any recollection
16 of signing any other document ceasing your
17 function as President of Social Ranger?
18         A      Not that I can think of.
19         Q      Are you familiar with Adam
20 Kaplan?
21         A      Yes, yeah.
22         Q      Is he associated with Social

Page 68

1 Ranger?
2         A      I know we have employed him to
3 run it as a business.  Exactly what his title
4 is, to be honest, I don't know, it happened
5 while I was in Asia.
6                So I don't think he has legal
7 status, I guess I'm not allowed to say anything
8 but he's involved, yes.
9         Q      As President of Social Ranger

10 what are your responsibilities?
11         A      It hasn't been very heavy, so
12 really it was sort of a formality to create the
13 company with the normal names in positions.
14                So I would be President, since
15 then I have had virtually no involvement, other
16 than probably signing a handful of documents.
17                I can't even remember what the
18 others would be, but there are probably one or
19 two.
20         Q      So, have you been involved in
21 any discussions about the business of Social
22 Ranger?

Page 69

1         A      No.
2         Q      Do you have an understanding of
3 what the business of Social Ranger is?
4         A      Broadly it's to contemplate or
5 look into getting back into some form of
6 business.
7                Exactly what's in that, I don't
8 know, but I think it might be to do with social
9 currency and virtual currency service

10 providing; that kind of thing.
11                But that's about the extent of
12 my knowledge.
13         Q      Okay.
14                You mentioned that Adam Kaplan
15 has been employed.
16         A      Um-hum.
17         Q      Is it your understanding that
18 he's the current CEO of Social Ranger?
19         A      I don't know for sure, don't
20 know his job title.  It would make sense, but I
21 don't know.
22         Q      Does Social Ranger have any

hasn't been very heavy, so

really it was sort of a formality to create the12

company with the normal names in positions.13

 So I would be President, since14

then I have had virtually no involvement, other15

than probably signing a handful of documents.16

 I can't even remember what the17

others would be, but there are probably one or18

two.19

 Q   So, have you been involved in20

any discussions about the business of Social21

Ranger?22

 A   No.1

 Q   Do you have an understanding of2

what the business of Social Ranger is?3

 A   Broadly it's to contemplate or4

look into getting back into some form of5

business.6

 Exactly what's in that, I don't7

know, but I think it might be to do with social8

currency and virtual currency service9

providing; that kind of thing.10

 But that's about the extent of11

my knowledge.12

 Q   Okay.13

 You mentioned that Adam Kaplan14

has been employed.15

 A   Um-hum.16

 Q   Is it your understanding that17

he's the current CEO of Social Ranger?18

 A   I don't know for sure, don't19

know his job title.  It would make sense, but I20

don't know.21

 Q   Does Social Ranger have any22

 I sign a lot of legal documents.14

 Q   You don't have any recollection15

of signing any other document ceasing your16

function as President of Social Ranger?17

 A   Not that I can think of.18

 Q   Are you familiar with Adam19

Kaplan?20

 A   Yes, yeah.21

 Q   Is he associated with Social22

Ranger?1

 A   I know we have employed him to2

run it as a business.  Exactly what his title3

is, to be honest, I don't know, it happened4

while I was in Asia.5

 So I don't think he has legal6

status, I guess I'm not allowed to say anything7

but he's involved, yes.8

Q As President of Social Ranger9

what are your responsibilities?10

A It h11
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Pages 70 to 73

Page 70

1 other current employees?
2         A      I don't know.
3         Q      Are you aware of any other
4 employees at any time between the founding of
5 Social Ranger and today?
6         A      I don't know.  All of this
7 follows in Asia, while I was in Asia, so --
8         Q      Have you had any discussions
9 about the creation of Social Ranger with

10 anybody else other than counsel?
11                MR. NEWMAN:  Objection, vague as
12         to time.
13         A      Other than counsel, and I guess
14 it would have been -- not in any detail, I'm
15 trying to think, I can't remember a single
16 conversation, and if they did, they would have
17 been short.
18         Q      Does Social Ranger have a
19 corporate relationship with Adknowledge?
20         A      Corporate relation as in an
21 ownership relationship?
22         Q      Correct.

Page 71

1         A      I believe it's owned by
2 Adknowledge.
3         Q      Are you aware if Social Ranger
4 has a business plan or not?
5         A      I believe it's been created, but
6 I haven't seen it.
7         Q      So, is it fair to say if one
8 exists you weren't involved in the creation of
9 the plan?

10         A      No.
11         Q      Have you created any other
12 business documents during your time as
13 President of Social Ranger?
14         A      No.
15         Q      Are you aware if Social Ranger
16 has filed any trademarks connected with its
17 business?
18         A      I don't know.
19                MR. GIMBLETT:  Okay, I am going
20         to pass you another document which will
21         be marked as Exhibit 5.
22                (The above described document was

Page 72

1         marked Legg Exhibit 5 for identification
2         as of this date.)
3         A      Okay.
4         Q      So, this is a document titled
5 claims assignment agreement?
6         A      Um-hum.
7         Q      It bears the Bates numbers SR
8 00000053 through 54?
9         A      Um-hum.

10         Q      Do you recognize this document?
11         A      Yes.
12         Q      Do you recognize it because it
13 was a document that you saw yesterday which
14 refreshed your recollection?
15         A      Yes.
16         Q      Do you have any independent
17 recollection of this document?
18         A      As before, I remember the intent
19 with which we signed this.
20                The actual signing I don't
21 remember, but I remember that we wanted to make
22 sure we did all the right things to ensure that

Page 73

1 Social Ranger owned the rights to any claims.
2         Q      If I can ask you to turn to page
3 2?
4         A      Um-hum.
5         Q      Under the heading assignors and
6 you will see there are signature blocks for
7 Adknowledge Inc., KITN Media ULC?
8         A      Um-hum.
9         Q      And then there is a signature

10 block for assignee, Social Ranger LLC.
11                Under the heading for KITN Media
12 ULC, is that your signature?
13         A      Yes, it is.  I think so, I have
14 no reason to believe it isn't.
15         Q      It says in the text underneath
16 name Ben Legg, title President?
17         A      Um-hum.
18         Q      Is it your understanding that
19 you are the President of KITN Media ULC?
20         A      I was at the time.  I don't
21 remember, I don't know the current status.  We
22 don't talk about KITN any more, it may be like

other current employees?1

 A   I don't know.2

 Q   Are you aware of any other3

employees at any time between the founding of4

Social Ranger and today?5

 A   I don't know.  All of this6

follows in Asia, while I was in Asia, so --7

 Q   Have you had any discussions8

about the creation of Social Ranger with9

anybody else other than counsel?10

 MR. NEWMAN:  Objection, vague as11

 to time.12

 A   Other than counsel, and I guess13

it would have been -- not in any detail, I'm14

trying to think, I can't remember a single15

conversation, and if they did, they would have16

been short.17

 Q   Does Social Ranger have a18

corporate relationship with Adknowledge?19

 A   Corporate relation as in an20

ownership relationship?21

 Q   Correct.22

 A   I believe it's owned by1

Adknowledge.2

 Q   Are you aware if Social Ranger3

has a business plan or not?4

 A   I believe it's been created, but5

I haven't seen it.6

 Q   So, is it fair to say if one7

exists you weren't involved in the creation of8

the plan?9

 A   No.10

 Q   Have you created any other11

business documents during your time as12

President of Social Ranger?13

 A   No.14

 Q   Are you aware if Social Ranger15

has filed any trademarks connected with its16

business?17

 A   I don't know.18
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Pages 78 to 81

Page 78

1         Q      Was that a decision that you
2 made?
3         A      I was informed as opposed to
4 made.
5                I didn't know Adam, I had only
6 met him a couple of times, so it was, I
7 believe, Scott Lynn or Marco, it was someone
8 else anyway.
9                MR. GIMBLETT:  Thank you very

10         much.  I have no further questions.
11                THE WITNESS:  Okay.
12                MR. NEWMAN:  I have no questions.
13                (Continued on following page.)
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Page 79

1                THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  The time right
2         now is 10:59 a.m. and we are off the
3         record.
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Page 80

1               C E R T I F I C A T E
2

3                I, STEPHEN J. MOORE, a Shorthand
4         Reporter and Notary Public of the State of
5         New York, do hereby certify:
6                That, BENJAMIN GEORGE LEGG, the
7         witness whose deposition is hereinbefore
8         set forth, was duly sworn, and that such
9         deposition is a true  and accurate record

10         of the testimony given by such witness.
11                I further certify that I am not
12         related to any of the parties to this
13         action by blood or marriage; and that I am
14         in no way interested in the outcome of
15         this matter.
16

17

18

19

20

21

   ___________________________
22                STEPHEN J. MOORE, RPR, CRR

Page 81

1     Benjamin Legg c/o

    NEWMAN DuWORS LLP
2     2101 Fourth Avenue, Suite 1500

    Seattle, Washington 98121
3

4     Case: Social Ranger, LLC v. Facebook, Inc.

    Date of deposition: October 7, 2016
5     Deponent: Benjamin Legg
6

7     Please be advised that the transcript in the above
8     referenced matter is now complete and ready for signature.
9     The deponent may come to this office to sign the transcript,

10     a copy may be purchased for the witness to review and sign,
11     or the deponent and/or counsel may waive the option of 
12     signing. Please advise us of the option selected.
13     Please forward the errata sheet and the original signed
14     signature page to counsel noticing the deposition, noting the 
15     applicable time period allowed for such by the governing 
16     Rules of Procedure. If you have any questions, please do 
17     not hesitate to call our office at (202)-232-0646.
18

19

20     Sincerely,

    Digital Evidence Group      
21     Copyright 2016 Digital Evidence Group

    Copying is forbidden, including electronically, absent 
22     express written consent.
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Page 82

1     Digital Evidence Group, L.L.C.
    1730 M Street, NW, Suite 812

2     Washington, D.C. 20036
    (202) 232-0646

3

4     SIGNATURE PAGE
    Case: Social Ranger, LLC v. Facebook, Inc.

5     Witness Name: Benjamin Legg
    Deposition Date: October 7, 2016

6

7     I do hereby acknowledge that I have read
    and examined the foregoing pages

8     of the transcript of my deposition and that:
9

10     (Check appropriate box):
    (  ) The same is a true, correct and

11     complete transcription of the answers given by
    me to the questions therein recorded.

12     (  ) Except for the changes noted in the
    attached Errata Sheet, the same is a true,

13     correct and complete transcription of the
    answers given by me to the questions therein

14     recorded. 
15

16     _____________          _________________________
17       DATE                   WITNESS SIGNATURE
18

19

20

21     _____________          __________________________
22       DATE                       NOTARY

Page 83

1     Digital Evidence Group, LLC

2     1730 M Street, NW, Suite 812

3     Washington, D.C.  20036

4     (202)232-0646

5

6                         ERRATA SHEET

7

8     Case: Social Ranger, LLC v. Facebook, Inc.

9     Witness Name: Benjamin Legg

10     Deposition Date: October 7, 2016

11     Page No.    Line No.      Change

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21         ___________________________        _____________

22         Signature                            Date
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE 

 
 
SOCIAL RANGER, LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company, 
 
 Plaintiff, 
 
 v. 
 
FACEBOOK, INC., a Delaware corporation, 
 
 Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 C.A. No. 14-1525-LPS 

 
DEFENDANT FACEBOOK’S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS 

FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO PLAINTIFF SOCIAL RANGER, LLC 

Pursuant to Rules 26 and 34 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Court’s 

Default Standard for Discovery, Defendant Facebook, Inc. (“Facebook”), by and through its 

undersigned counsel, hereby requests that Plaintiff Social Ranger, LLC (“Social Ranger”) 

produce all documents described below at the offices of Seitz Ross Aronstam & Moritz, 100 

S. West Street, Suite 400, Wilmington, DE 19801, or at such place as may be agreed upon by 

counsel.  In accordance with Rule 34 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff shall 

submit separate responses to the following document requests (the “Requests”) within thirty 

(30) days.  Each Request is subject to the Definitions and Instructions set forth below. 

DEFINITIONS 

The words and phrases used in these Requests shall have the meanings ascribed to 

them under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Local Rules of the United States 

District Court for the District of Delaware.  In addition, the following terms shall have the 

meanings set forth below: 
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Request No. 8: Documents sufficient to show the types of business activity in 

which Social Ranger is engaged or planning to engage. 

Request No. 9: Documents sufficient to identify Social Ranger’s customers for 

any business activity in which it is engaged or planning to engage. 

Request No. 10: Financial statements, monthly profit and loss statements, cost 

statements, income statements, or other documents sufficient to show Social Ranger’s 

income, operating expenses, and revenue for each month and fiscal year from its formation to 

the present. 

Request No. 11: Financial statements, monthly profit and loss statements, cost 

statements, income statements, or other documents sufficient to show Social Ranger’s 

income, operating expenses, and revenue resulting from payment processing services for 

each month and fiscal year from its formation to the present. 

Request No. 12: All documents concerning, relating to, or referring to any 

developer to whom Social Ranger has provided or offered to provide any services, including 

without limitation any payments processing services or “virtual currency service,” as that 

term is used in the Complaint. 

Request No. 13: All documents concerning, relating to, or referring to the social 

media, games platforms or any other platform on which the developers to whom Social 

Ranger has provided or offered to provide any services operate. 

Request No. 14: All documents concerning, relating to, or referring to any 

business plan Social Ranger has formulated to provide any services – including without 

limitation payments processing services or any “virtual currency services” as that term is 
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used in the Complaint – to developers on Facebook’s desktop or mobile platforms, or on any 

other social media, games platforms or any other platform. 

Request No. 15: All documents concerning, relating to, or referring to any step 

that Social Ranger has taken in preparation for the provision of any services – including 

without limitation payments processing services or any “virtual currency services” as that 

term is used in the Complaint – to developers on Facebook’s desktop or mobile platforms, or 

on any other social media, games platforms or any other platform. 

Request No. 16: All documents relating to Social Ranger’s policies concerning 

retention, storage, or destruction of documents. 

Request No. 17: Organization charts sufficient to show the names, job titles, and 

reporting relationships of the management teams of each of Social Ranger’s Assignors from 

June 1, 2009 to the present and the names, job titles, and reporting relationships of any 

personnel responsible for the provision of payment processing services – including without 

limitation any “virtual currency services” as that term is used in the Complaint – from June 1, 

2009 to the present. 

Request No. 18: Documents sufficient to identify the officers and directors of 

each of Social Ranger’s Assignors and the composition of their respective Boards from June 

1, 2009 to the present. 

Request No. 19: Documents sufficient to identify the owners of each of Social 

Ranger’s Assignors from June 1, 2009 to the present. 

Request No. 20: Documents sufficient to show the ownership interests in each 

of Social Ranger’s Assignors held by their respective owners from June 1, 2009 to the 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

I, Benjamin J. Schladweiler, hereby certify that on July 17, 2015, a true copy of the 

foregoing Defendant Facebook's First Set of Requests for Production of Documents to 

Plaintiff Social Ranger, LLC was served via electronic mail upon the following counsel of 

record: 

Kenneth L. Dorsney 
Mary B. Matterer 
MORRIS JAMES LLP 
500 Delaware Avenue 
Suite 1500 
Wilmington, DE  19801 
kdorsney@morrisjames.com 
mmatterer@morrisjames.com 
 
Derek A. Newman 
Derek Linke 
NEWMAN DUWORS LLP 
1201 Third Avenue, Suite 1600 
Seattle, WA  98101 
dn@newmanlaw.com 
linke@newmanlaw.com 
 
Counsel for Plaintiff Social Ranger, LLC 

Brian R. Strange 
Keith L. Butler 
STRANGE & BUTLER 
12100 Wilshire Boulevard 
Suite 1900 
Los Angeles, CA  90025 
bstrange@strangeandbutler.com 
kbutler@strangeandbutler.com 
 
Bruce Van Dalsem 
Kevin Teruya 
Michael Lifrak 
QUINN EMANUEL URQUHART & SULLIVAN, LLP 
865 Figueroa Street, 10th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA  90017 
brucevandalsem@quinnemanuel.com 
kevinteruya@quinnemanuel.com 
michaellifrak@quinnemanuel.com 
 
Counsel for Plaintiff Social Ranger, LLC 

 
 

/s/ Benjamin J. Schladweiler  
Benjamin J. Schladweiler (#4601) 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE 

SOCIAL RANGER, LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company, 
 
 Plaintiff, 
 
 v. 
 
FACEBOOK, INC., a Delaware corporation, 
 
 Defendant. 

 
 
 
 
 
C.A. NO. 14-1525-LPS 

PLAINTIFF SOCIAL RANGER, LLC’S OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES TO 
DEFENDANT FACEBOOK, INC.’S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR 

ADMISSION 

Plaintiff Social Ranger, LLC (“Social Ranger”), by and through its counsel, serves the 

following objections and responses to Defendant Facebook, Inc.’s (“Facebook”) First Set of 

Requests for Admission to Plaintiff Social Ranger, LLC (“Requests”) dated August 31, 2016, as 

follows: 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

1. These Objections and Responses are made solely for the purpose of this action, and 

are made without waiving: (a) the right to object (on the grounds of competency, admissibility, 

privilege, proprietary information, relevancy, materiality, or any other proper grounds) to the use 

of these responses for any purpose, in whole or in part, in any subsequent step or proceeding in 

this action; (b) the right to object on any and all grounds, at any time, to interrogatories, requests 

for production, other requests for admission, or other discovery involving or relating to the 

subject matter of these Requests; and (c) the right at any time to revise, correct, add to, or clarify 

any of the responses provided herein.   
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2. To the extent that any of Facebook’s Requests are vague and ambiguous, Social 

Ranger will not engage in fact-finding or draw conclusions beyond what is required by the 

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure when responding to these Requests. 

3. These Objections and Responses reflect only the present state of Social Ranger’s 

recollection and the present state of discovery in this matter.  Social Ranger has not yet 

completed its investigation of the facts regarding this action, the discovery produced in this case, 

the issues involving expert opinions, and has not yet completed its preparation for trial.  

Moreover, as discovery, investigation, and legal research progress, new facts may be discovered 

and previously known facts may take on new meaning or significance, thereby changing any 

objections and responses made herein.  Consequently, Social Ranger expressly reserves the right 

to rely on, at any time including trial, subsequently discovered information or information 

omitted from these responses as a result of mistake, error, oversight, inadvertence, further 

diligence, or otherwise. 

4. Social Ranger’s counsel is prepared to meet and confer with counsel for Facebook 

about any disputes that may arise concerning the meaning, scope, and/or relevance of 

Facebook’s Requests or the adequacy of these objections and responses. 

5. By responding to a Request with a defined term, Social Ranger is not by implication 

agreeing with any such definition. 

GENERAL OBJECTIONS 

1. Social Ranger objects to each and every Request on the basis of the following 

objections, which are incorporated into Social Ranger’s objections and responses to each 

Request below as if fully reproduced therein: 
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2. Social Ranger objects to each and every Request on the grounds, and to the extent, 

that it is inconsistent with, or enlarges upon, obligations imposed by the Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure, the Local Rules of the Court, or the orders of the Court. 

3. Social Ranger objects to each and every Request on the grounds, and to the extent, 

that it seeks information protected by the attorney-client privilege, work-product doctrine, 

common-interest exception, or any other applicable privilege, immunity, doctrine, or protection.  

Nothing in these objections and responses is intended to be or is a waiver of any attorney-client 

privilege, work-product immunity, and/or any other applicable privilege, immunity, doctrine, or 

protection.  Social Ranger will not reveal privileged information or attorney work product in 

response to any Request, even if the Request specifically seeks such privileged communications 

and/or work product.  Social Ranger hereby asserts all applicable privileges and protections to 

the extent implicated by each Request, whether based upon statute or recognized at common law.  

Any disclosure of such privileged and/or protected information is inadvertent and is not intended 

to waive those privileges or protections.   

4. Social Ranger objects to each and every Request on the grounds, and to the extent, 

that it seeks proprietary or confidential information or trade secrets, the disclosure of which 

would be prejudicial to Social Ranger or to a third party to which Social Ranger owes a duty of 

confidentiality.  Any such information that Social Ranger does provide will be subject to the 

Protective Order entered by the Court in this matter. 

5. Social Ranger objects to each and every Request on the grounds, and to the extent, 

that it requires Social Ranger to draw a legal conclusion. 
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6. Social Ranger objects to each and every Request on the grounds, and to the extent, 

that it seeks information, documents, or other material that are within the possession, custody, or 

control of Facebook and/or its counsel, and/or that are publicly available. 

7. Social Ranger objects to each and every Request on the grounds, and to the extent, 

that it seeks information that is not relevant to the claims or defenses of any party to this action, 

nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

8. Social Ranger objects to each and every Request on the grounds, and to the extent, 

that it is overly broad. 

9. Social Ranger objects to each and every Request on the grounds, and to the extent, 

that the Requests are unlimited as to time, and/or seek irrelevant information that places an 

undue burden on Social Ranger.   

10. Social Ranger objects to each and every Request on the grounds, and to the extent, 

that it is designed to cause undue annoyance, harassment, or oppression. 

11. Social Ranger objects to each and every Request on the grounds, and to the extent, 

that it is vague and/or ambiguous and, as such, would require Social Ranger to speculate as to the 

meaning of the Request. 

12. Social Ranger objects to each and every Request on the grounds, and to the extent, 

that it is compound or otherwise comprised of multiple requests. 

13. Social Ranger objects to each and every Request to the extent that they seek 

information that is readily obtainable by Facebook, or that can be obtained from publicly 

available sources where the burden of searching for, collecting, or compiling such information is 

substantially the same for Facebook as it is for Social Ranger. 
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14. Social Ranger objects to the use of “any” and “all” in the Requests in that such terms 

impose a burden greater than what is required under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.  

Further, the terms make the Requests overly broad, unduly burdensome, and/or not reasonably 

calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.   

15. Social Ranger objects to the “Definitions” section preceding the Requests as vague 

and ambiguous, as well as overly broad and unduly burdensome.  By submitting these responses, 

Social Ranger does not in any way adopt Facebook’s purported definitions of words or phrases.  

Social Ranger further objects to Facebook’s proposed “Definitions” to the extent they are 

susceptible to more than one meaning or are inconsistent with the ordinary or customary 

meaning of such words and phrases or the rules governing the permissible scope of discovery. 

16. Social Ranger objects to Definition No. 10, defining the term “Platform”, as vague 

and ambiguous, including because it is self-defined using the term “platform”, and because it 

includes the undefined terms “game or application distribution platforms,” “mobile device app 

store,” “virtual world,” “game websites,” “online distribution platform,” and “social networking 

site.” 

17. Social Ranger objects to Definition No. 12, defining the terms “reflecting,” 

“referring,” and “relating,” as overly broad and unduly burdensome, vague and ambiguous, and 

not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence to the extent they 

mean “prepared as a result of.” 

18. Social Ranger objects to Definition No. 14, defining the term “Social Ranger’s 

Assignors,” as vague and ambiguous because it is defined in part based on the undefined terms 

“Social Currency” and “KITN Media,” and as overly broad and unduly burdensome, to the 

extent that it purports to call for a response beyond such response that is directly relevant to the 
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claims or defenses of any party to this action, and not reasonably calculated to lead to the 

discovery of admissible evidence. 

19. Social Ranger objects to Definition No. 15, defining the term “Super Rewards,” as 

irrelevant, overly broad, and unduly burdensome, to the extent that the definition would bring 

within the scope of any Request a product, service, or business other than Super Rewards or 

Social Ranger, or documents that are either not in Social Ranger’s possession, custody, or 

control or which are more readily available from another source. 

20. Social Ranger objects to Definition No. 16, defining the terms “You” and “your,” as 

vague and ambiguous because it is defined in part based on the undefined terms “Social 

Currency” and “KITN Media,” and as irrelevant, overly broad, and unduly burdensome, to the 

extent that the definition would bring within the scope of any Request a product, service, or 

business other than Super Rewards or Social Ranger, or documents that are either not in Social 

Ranger’s possession, custody, or control or which are more readily available from another 

source. 

21. Social Ranger objects to the “Instructions” section preceding the Requests as vague 

and ambiguous, as well as overly broad and unduly burdensome to the extent that they purport to 

impose an obligation on Social Ranger to locate, obtain, and produce information, documents, 

and things that are not in the possession, custody, or control of Social Ranger or its predecessors. 

REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION 

Social Ranger incorporates its Preliminary Statement and General Objections into each of 

the Specific Objections and Responses that follow.  Social Ranger’s failure to repeat any part of 

its Preliminary Statement or General Objections below shall not be construed as a waiver of its 

objections. 

Subject to the foregoing, and without waiver, modification, or limitation, Social Ranger 
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manner that exceeds the requirements of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure; Social Ranger is 

only required to produce documents as they are normally stored in the course of its records. 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections and Preliminary Statement, Social 

Ranger responds as follows: Social Ranger cannot truthfully admit or deny this Request due to 

the sheer burden involved in Facebook’s Request, which would involve analyzing more than 

49,000 documents.  For this and other reasons, Social Ranger has proposed that the parties enter 

into a stipulation to address admissibility issues more efficiently.  Social Ranger remains willing 

to meet and confer on this issue.  

REQUEST NO. 8:  

Admit that, as of the date of service of these requests, You have not registered any 

trademarks connected with “Social Ranger.” 

RESPONSE: 

Social Ranger objects to this Request on the grounds set forth in detail above in its General 

Objections.  Social Ranger further objects to this Request on the grounds that the term 

“connected with” is vague and ambiguous.  Social Ranger further objects to this Request on the 

ground that the information sought is publicly available. 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections and Preliminary Statement, Social 

Ranger responds as follows: Admit.  

REQUEST NO. 9:  

Admit that You did not draft a written business plan for Social Ranger prior to May 1, 

2016. 

RESPONSE: 

Social Ranger objects to this Request on the grounds set forth in detail above in its General 
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revenues” is vague and ambiguous.  Social Ranger further objects to this Request as overly 

broad, unduly burdensome, and vague and ambiguous with respect to “Super Rewards financial 

documents.” 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections and Preliminary Statement, Social 

Ranger responds as follows: Social Ranger cannot truthfully admit or deny the requested matter 

because the Request would require it to review all of “Super Rewards financial documents” 

which is undefined and potentially unlimited in scope. 

 
Dated: September 30, 2016 By:   /s/ Kenneth L. Dorsney     

Kenneth L. Dorsney (I.D. #3726) 
Mary B. Matterer (I.D. #2696) 
Morris James LLP 
500 Delaware Avenue, Suite 1500 
Wilmington, Delaware 19801 
(302) 888-6800 
kdorsney@morrisjames.com 
mmatterer@morrisjames.com 
 
Derek A. Newman (pro hac vice) 
Derek Linke (pro hac vice) 
Jason Sykes (pro hac vice) 
Newman Du Wors LLP 
2101 Fourth Avenue, Suite 1500 
Seattle, Washington 98121 
(206) 274-2800 
dn@newmanlaw.com 
linke@newmanlaw.com 
jason@newmanlaw.com 
 
Brian R. Strange (pro hac vice) 
Keith L. Butler (pro hac vice) 
Cindy Z. Reichline (pro hac vice) 
Strange & Butler 
12100 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 1900 
Los Angeles, California 90025 
(310) 207-5055 
bstrange@strangeandbutler.com 
kbutler@strangeandbutler.com 
creichline@strangeandbutler.com 
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Bruce Van Dalsem (pro hac vice) 
Kevin Teruya (pro hac vice) 
Michael Lifrak (pro hac vice) 
David Elihu (pro hac vice) 
Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan, LLP 
865 Figueroa Street, 10th Floor 
Los Angeles, California 90017 
(213) 443-3000 
brucevandalsem@quinnemanuel.com 
kevinteruya@quinnemanuel.com 
michaellifrak@quinnemanuel.com 
davidelihu@quinnemanuel.com  
 
ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF 
SOCIAL RANGER, LLC 
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